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ARTHUR FRANK MATHEWS

Since art is the exercise of
tion and arrangement of material

judgment in the selec

in such fashion that the re

sult will embody a predetermined emotional stimulus,

it natu

rally follows that a work of art reflects the era in which the
artist functions.

Also, the strength and vitality of any work

of art lies in tne life and experiences of the artist himself.
Tremendous struggle,
vigor.

adversity,

and hardship

beget life and

Hence, the life and vitality, the violence and clarity

of many of the younger revolutionary

artists of today and the

endless controversy in the evaluation of their creative works.
Arthur Mathews
called the "soft age"

functioned in an

era which might be

of American culture.

The influence of

the economic structure on society was ignored, with the result
that artistic endeavor grew ever further away from mankind and
the struggles of humanity for a better life.
While the other arts lagged,

an,American literature

was being born, through struggle alienating itself from stere
otyped forms and doing battle with censors.

Societies for the

Suppression of Vice end the "little old ladies" of the litera
ry clubs opined that
that the

Whitman and Dreiser

ultimate in

similar to those of
Harold Bell Wright.

literature

were scoundrels and

had been achieved

Washington Irving,

in works

Fenimore Cooper,

and,
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ART PHASES:
Meanwhile,
Mathews,

EAST AND WEST COAST

the

art

world

that

nourished

Arthur

had no such struggle insofar as western art was J)n--

cerned.

Research shows an astonishing

cism of

artistic

endeavor in

the Pacific Slope.
direction

the early day

publications of

The point of achievement still lay in ehr

of the past.

Fish, pansies,

contented cows, a string of ducks,
mothers,

lack of adverse criti

captains of

industry

themes of this period.

lupin,

and poppies,

fashionably dressed grand

and babies

characterized tnc

While the more favored artists offered

subjects such as turkish bazaars, harems, gods, and goddesses,
wreaths of victory,
vices,

old world

Madonnas,
prophets

personifications of virtues or

and saints;

until tneir

talents

culminated in the national controversy over, "September Morn".
Then came
bombed

the impact of

New York City

"cubism and futurism"

art and reverberated

Defiantly himself,
Mathews found sure
A picture of

in 1912

that

in San Francisco.

amid these transitional periods,

patronage from the age

the Padres must always

kindly big brothers to the Indians.

of sentimentality.

depict gentle creatures,
That the native Americans

were the victims of vicious exploitation and forced to sow the
fields under the lash must never be hinted, in romantic paint
ed records, such as western patrons preferred.
al picturization
showed

of the Spaniards

a group of

riding prancing

entering California always

dandies clothed in

circus chargers.

The tradition

silks and gilt

This was in

finery

tune pith the
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trend of American art

as a whole for then all

was sweetness

and light, devoid of ideas and remote from the masses of men.
In order to

save themselves

fresh experiences,
their holes,

the effort necessary

the artists

pulled in the

to record

turned to the past,

holes after

dove in

themselves and pro

duced more stereotypes, more cuplds, and more babies.

Others

painted their emotions in maudlin self-expression.
Commenting
Robinson Jeffers,
And each day

on this

the Carmel

thereafter art

period in

one of

poet said,

his

poems,

"Art is root cut."

forgot a little

more about its

roots until the stock market debacle of 1929 once more brought
reality in its wake.
Economic decay effects the whole world, splintering
human relationships and values assumed to be normal and eter
nal.

We begin to see,

change,

amid the

violence of

the true nature of the society

rapid

social

in which we live and

the need for a change of values in wnat we demand of the fine
arts as well as in all other social functions.

partisans of

the old order strive desperately to maintain it,
expense of

all that is best

countries where
in decay.

in human civilization.

this has occured

art and

This necessary revaluation

fects all the sacred
more and more

culture

In all
languish

of values not only af

cows of tradition,

deeply into our

even at the

but is

penetrating

conception of what is art and

the true value of works of art in the recent past.
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The fact that

art production and

art patronage can

never be separated explains why such artists as Mathews flour
ished and put their stamp upon their
is one

of the

last mural

decorators

from individual patronage.
initiative of

the old order.

called the

He has

entirely

praiseworthy,

his time

and gains

been the

recipient of

Mural Painters",

"He walks side by side with the
Among his critics there was

In ample

while in

a faded

less romantic subjects

to profit

any other California artist.

recognized masters of all time."
dissenting voice.

He

artist is rich in

"Dean of California

and a friendly critic writes,

not one

of the West

His life as an

more lavish praise than probably
He has been

appreciative public.

archives his

fact his art

lustre as

rings true to

sturdier

speak boldly aoout

career is

motives and

the "machine age",

speed, and a new world to solve.
In the
world,

which is

light of

changing

beginning

know how to use his craft,
the service
praise.

of humanity,

to dictate

an awakening

that the artist

must

the inner spirit of his craft,
we deplore

However we recognize

ter craftsman and

values and

today such

in

extravagant

that Arthur Mathews was a mas

exerted tremendous influence

on California

art and hundred of students.
MATHEWS' YOUTH AND ENVIRONMENT
Arthur Frank Mathews was born in Markesan, Wisconsin,
October 1, i860.

His father

was an architect

and no

doubt

this influenced his selection of art as a means of expression.

!
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His two brothers also
sion.

followed architecture

When Mathews was six years

Francisco.
teen

5

MATHEWS

old the family moved to San

Here he attended the public schools and when fif

became

scarcely

as their profes

a pupil

of

the

remembered coday.

an apprentice

artist,

one years old.

3ruer,

Simultaneously he

architectural draftsman

in Oakland, California,

Henry

who is

began work as

in his father's office

where he remained until he was twenty-

This environment greatly influenced his future

career.
HIS FIRST AWARD
Mathews studied painting and drawing under Bruer for
five years.

Mr.

Jacques Rey,

of the firm,

Britton &

Rey,

lithographers, having seen some of Mathews' work and recogniz
ing his exceptional talent
and lithographer.

offered him a position as designer

Here he remained for three years.

In 1379

Mathews' first note of fame came with an architectural award of
first

prize of

$250

in

a competitive

for a New York Public school building.

contest for

This prize was awarded

by a trade publication, "The Sanitary Engineer",
to correct certain
New York City.

a design

defects in the public

in an effort

school buildings of

There were over one hundred designs submitted,

to the jury.
THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT
During uhe same year public interest became awakened
in the

uncompleted

been abandoned

Washington Monument

twenty-five years

upon which

previously.

work had

The design of
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the monument

had never been

6

popular with

effort was made at this time to
sidered and new designs

arcnitects and an

have the whole project recon

submitted in competition,

the completed portion of the shaft

utilizing

in a new structure of en

tirely different character. Mathews submitted a design anony
mously which was promptly reproduced in, "The American Archi
tect". Comment in the periodicals of the period was such that
it spurred on the lad of nineteen to greater efforts.
, article by Henry Van Brunt in the
following is recorded with

In an

"American Art Review", the

reference to the design submitted

by young Mathews:
"It is a spirited and poetic composition cor
rectly set forth in the style of the modern
French Renaissance, and might have been sub
mitted in the latest architectural concours of
the Ecole des Beaux Arts....The whole concep
tion might well be accepted as tne expression
of a nation advanced in the higher arts of
life....Evidently the design is but a study;
it is the outline of an heroic poem, set forth
with a degree of rhetorical elegance which is
full of promise."
HATHE'wS GOES TO PARIS
In 1883,

a group of young artists,

among whom was

young Mathews,organized the Art Students' League, a self-gov
erning body which was later absorbed by the San Francisco Art
Association.

Wnen he was twenty-five Mathews left for Paris

where he remained until 1889.

Here for a year he became the

private pupil of

Boulanger at the

Academy

won new honors;

Mathews

Academic Julien.
receiving an

At the

award of the
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Grand Gold Medal, a prize given only to those who attain first
place in three
Painting.

different fields,

Composition,

Drawing,

and

For nine years not a pupil at this institution had

manifested the

ability to attain

this coveted

honor.

Also,

much of his work at the time was exhibited in the Paris salons.
THE CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Returning, from his studies
was twenty-nine,

Mathews began

the Art Students' League.

Through his

influence,

class at
the first

During the following year he

became Director and taught at tne
remained for the

when he

teaching the "life"

"anatomy" class was instituted.

where he

abroad in 1889,

California Scnool of Design

next sixteen years.

This began a

career which was to lead him to a position of outstanding mer
it as one of the gniaing spirits in
to many students

who attained

h^s tutelage the School

California Art and master

fame in years to come.

of Design became famous,

this country but in Paris a.3 well.

Under

not only in

He was a hard task master;

his pupils feared him and a tenseness

pervaded h^s classrooms

as a result of his caustic comment and sarcastic demeanor dur
ing criticism hours.
draftsmanship
forced to

His classes

and upon more

leave due to

were noted for

than one occasion

hi-j merciless

their fine

students felt

criticism.

Among the

latter was one of our finer

female artists who later received

honorable

exhibitions

mention

at many

for her

fine works.

Also, he advised Homer Davenport, at that time one of his stu-
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dents, to go to a farm and raise hogs and chickens.
years later when

Davenport had become

cartoonist Mathews called upon him.
him and Instructed his servant,

Several

famous as a newspaper

Davenport refused to see

"Tell him

Mr. Davenport has

gone back to the farm and is raising hogs and chickens."
MATHEWS MEETS LUCIA KLEINHANS
It was here at the School of Design that Mathews met
Lucia Kleinhans who was later to become his wife.
his students he soon

noted her exceptional

As one of .

talents and sent

her almost immediately to the advanced class for which he was
taken to task by some of the other teachers. In his own words
he states, "I simply said to them,
than you can.

In fact,

'That girl can draw better

I don't know but

what she can draw

better than I can,so into the class she goes,and she stays'."
His judgment proved to be correct for in later years she col-labcrated with him in much of his decorative work.
HIS INTENSE ACTIVITY BEGINS
In 1890 Mathews completed his canvas, "The Death of
Abel".

The Chronicle at that time stated:
"It is a wonderfully strong picture. The vic
tim of fratricidal jealousy lies beneath the
altar on which he has made the sacrifice. The
landscape is bare and cold; the pale hue of
death is over all the picture. The body, nude,
is on a skin; the flesn tints are admirable,
and the conception, drawing and handling of
the subject are excellent."

MATHEWS
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He had now begun a period
In addition to his

of intense productivity.

teaching he brought forth in the next few

years much creative work. Subsequent to his marriage to Lucia
Kleinhans in 1894,

he was chosen one of the jury for the art

exhibits at the San Francisco Midwinter Fair.

The following

year he completed five mural panels for the Oakland, Califor
nia, Public Library.
fine historical

In 1896 there flowed from his brush the

painting

Francisco by Portola".

This work

Francisco Art Association
stituted

by the

"The Discovery

Hon.

of the Bay

was presented

of San

to the San

as the result of a competition in

James D.

Phelan,

then Mayor

of San

Francisco.
HIS FIRST EXTENDED WORK
At this time Mathews'

inclination for

broader and

more extended themes led him into undertaking his first piece
of decorative work.
brary of Mr.
It covered

This production was a frieze in the li

Horace Hill
a space 104

and was completed in October 1896.
feet long

and three

feet in width.

Consisting of several groupings under the title, "The Arts of
Peace",

the principle groups represented

"Music and Dance",

and "Romance and Poesy". In addition there were portrayed the
toilers of the sea,a sheep pastoral, the commerce of the sea,
and husbandry.

The minor Household industries were also de

lineated, such as spinning and weaving.
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MATHEWS' INFLUENCE IN HOME DECORATION
Thus began

a prolific

among the wealthy and
cisco bay region.

period

in house

fashionable residents

Comment on this trend

decoration

of the San Fran

in the Mark Hopkins

Institute Review of Art runs as follows:
"That the fine arts go hand in hand with wealth
and prosperity and that California is on the
threshold of a rich future, which will develop
the natural bent of the rising generation to
ward form and color is a truth so plainly writ
ten that 'he who runs may read'. Moreover, the
fact that the value of the work of artists such
as Mr. Mathews, artists not alone skilled in
iconography, but having the broader training
and experience of their profession, promptly
wins practical recognition and gives a most en
couraging outlook for the art future of the
state."
There followed

in rapid succession

decorations in the residences of
Borax magnate),

F. M. Smith of Oakland,

and W. A. Dingee.

In 1897

and placed in position a ceiling and
the drawing room

of

F. M. Smith.

seven panels

(The

Mathews finished

bay window decoration in
There were

this work the love of "Cupid and psyche",
bolized "Spring".

commissions for

delineated in

and the panels sym

In the residence of W. A. Dingee there were

having for themes,

"Hunting",

Market", "Seed", "Flower", "Fruit",
taneously with the execution

"Fishing",

and "La Cigale".

"The
Simul

of these commissions Mathews was

busily engaged on many easel paintings which were exhibited at
the Mark Hopkins Institute and sold.
run as follows:

"Arthur F. Mathews

News items of the period
sold seven pictures quite

'recently", and, "h number of the canvases were sold."
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1,'ATHE'VS TEACHES IN PARIS
With the

outbreak

of the

Spanish-American

war in

1898, Mathews again sailed for Paris to arrange for some salon
exhibitions of his works.
dio and taught

While there he opened a small stu
a small g r o u p of

classes in easel painting to

students numbering about seven or eight.
MURALS FOR THE MECHANICS INSTITUTE
Upon his return to San Francisco

he immediately re

ceived a commission for the remodeling of the vestibule of the
Mechanics

Institute Library.

The principle

work was a large mural painting.
pleted several

Later the same year he com

panels in the residence

president of the Institute.

feature of this

of Ur. R. J. Taussig,

These were designated respective

ly as a Barcarole, a Pastoral, and a Fantasie.
HIS ONE MAN SHOW AT VICKERY'S
In 1905 Mathews
among them
Francisco.

one at

held several

Vickery's Gallery

exnioitions,
on Post Street,

notable
in San

The art critic of the Argonaut commented upon the

sixteen paintings displayed as follows:
"There are only sixteen paintings but there
is not a weak one among them.
Many have a
distinction, a tone, an excellence of tech
nique, composition, and drawing seldom seen
here.
Especially is this true of his fig
ures.
There are half a dozen or more of
these canvases and to every one of them Mr.
Mathews has given the master's touch.
True
anatomy, naturalness of pose and soft har
monious coloring
combine to make these
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notable. His landscapes too, are individual
in treatment and more than pleasing.
They
have the quality that invites many visits to
them."
HIS MARK HOPKINS INSTITUTE EXHIBIT
He began, at this time also,
reading room of the Oakland,
these were completed

California

they werd

Mark Hopkins Institute,

twelve panels for the
Public Library.

placed on*exhibition

where he was also

As

at the

teaching classes.

The first four of these panels were entitled,"Nature", "Art",
"Sentiment", and "Achievement".
bition at

this time

a large

In addition he had on exhi
landscape,

and two paintings,

"The Guards", and "The Grapes", respectively.

The extent to

which Mathews'influence as dean of the Mark Hopkins Institute
was progressing is witnessed by the
gift of one

hundred thousand

fact that at this time a

dollars was

presented

to the

institution for expansion and improvements. With reference to
Mathews'

teaching at

the Institute

the San Francisco

Call

stated:
"....and its most potent inspiration is Arthur
F. Mathews, one of the greatest mural painters
in America....ho is essentially a low tone
painter and a wholly worthy inspiration of the
pupils; they too paint in low tones, whether
they see it that way or not."
THE MAGAZINE. "PHILCPOLIS", FOUNDED
During this same year, (1906), Mathews collaborated
in the launching of a new magazine,
in San Francisco.

Associated

"Philopolis",

with him in this

published
venture was
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Mrs. Mathews, William Sparks, John Zeile, and others.
publication,

which

continued its career

found many reproductions and pen and ink

In this

until 1914,

may be

sketches by the art

ist,including written articles which show his ability extended
into the field of literature.
art and city planning.

The magazine was

dedicated to

Included with numerous of his own il

lustrations were his comments and criticisms of civic affairs,
plans for the rearrangement

of the streets

of San Francisco,

etc.
THE EARTHQUAKE AND FIRE
For San Francisco artists the earthquake and fire of
1906 was an immeasurable catastrophy.
the time on a

tapestry design

St. Francis.

Amidst the general

and disturbance of

Mathews was engaged at

for the ballroom
confusion,

that eventful morning

of the Hotel

deafening noise

he proceeded to the

hotel, mounted a stepladder and calmly began painting.

While

so engaged, Newton Thorpe, at the time city architect, came in
and

proposed

Hopkins

the two

Institute

men go

and watch

up in

the tower

the destruction.

of the

Mark

Mathews

had

gathered together thirteen oil paintings,his tapestry designs,
and several valuable collections of Japanese prints.
with alarm
parents
the works

the fire approaching

he dashed down
of art

he had

the residence

from the tower,
intended

of his wife's

forgetting

to safeguard.

later, the entire collection had disappeared.

Viewing

entirely
Returning

Upon inquiry he
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learned the janitor had removed them to the lawn of the Pacif
ic Union Club.

Rushing to

this spot he was

again advised a

young University student had presumably taken them to Oakland.
Among the

missing works were

two huge designs

of murals for

the Oakland, California Public Library.

Proceeding to Oakland

he found the murals and the designs for

the tapestry had been

taken to his brother's home in Berkeley.

But the thirteen oil

paintings were
ered to him;

nowhere to be found.
but he tried

vainly to

Later these were deliv
find who had

works, wishing to recompense the person.
while at work on

saved his

Several years later

murals for the rotunda of the

State Capitol

in Sacramento, he engaged in a discussion with a young man who
was observing his work.
earthquake and

The talk drifted

Mathews was glad

to the days of the

to discover that

this young

man was the lad who had saved his paintings.
THE FURNITURE FACTORY
Shortly
with John Zeile
still engaged

after the

in his many

other diversified

training the carvers,
schemes and assisted

while
In

A factory was

On the senond floor William

and Mathews eaua occupied

Presently Mathews was in charge

the color

associated

activities.

Mrs. Mathews participated.

designed and built.

Keith, the artist,

signs,

became

in the production of unique furniture,

this venture also,
immediately

fire Mathews

a small studio.

of all shop work,
etc.

making de

Mrs. Mathews attended to

in the designs.

The designs
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and decoration

of furniture

and cabinet

work commanded

admiration of art connoisseurs and visiting experts.
the shop employed, as many

as fifty craftsmen,

the

At times

and the output

consisted, from suites for banks, offices, and lodge rooms, to
household furniture

and cabinet work,

all of unique

design.

The venture netted over a million dollars.
PARTICIPATES IN CITY PLANNING
During

the rebuilding

earthquake considerable

city planning,

Francisco

after the

controversy arose with reference to a

rearrangement of streets and
Mathews participated

of San

beautifying the city.

and was often consulted

In these

as an expert on

He submitted a design for an elevated causeway

to relieve the traffic

congestion at the

Ferry Building.

submitted plans for a new public school building.
time he completed

tne last of

the Oakland Public Library.

the series of

He

At the same

decorations for

No California artist

before

or

since engaged in so many diverse activities at one time.
BRONZE DOOR DESIGNS
In 1911

a new building

the Savings Union Trust Company.

was under

construction for

The massive bronze doors of

the institution were designed by Mathews in collaboration with
Bliss and Faville, a local firm.

The San Francisco Call com

mented as follows:
"....the modeling and designing of the panels,
of which there are four, may be traced to his
creative genius alone.
The panels deal with
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the succession of California races, the first
being the Indian. Following in his footsteps
is the Franciscan missionary, while the third
panel portrays the gold miner of the early
days.
The fourth of the group is symbolical
of the spirit of the city....Executed in low
relief the panels resemble paintings in bronze.
The entire composition is done in the elaborate
Renaissance style and is declared to be one of
the finest pieces of art in the City. By visit
ing architects they have been declared to be
unusually beautiful end said to be the most
elaborate bronze doors on the Pacific Coast."
ANDREW CARNEGIE MARVELS
At this time Mathews was engaged

on a second series

of panels for the Oakland Public Library. Mr. Andrew Carnegie,
the steel magnate,

while visiting the bay

region viewed this

work and said that he considered this library the most beauti
ful of any of the many hundreds bearing his name.

Press com

ment with reference to these panels stated:
"The work that Arthur Mathews has done upon the
walls of the Oakland Library stands as a monu
ment to his genius.
In one room are two large
paintings symbolical of harmony and discord,
and also a group of four panels,
'The Soil',
'The Grain',
'The Mart', and 'The Loaf'.
In
the adjoining room are two large paintings re
presentative of peace and war."
THE MURAL. "ST. FRANCIS"
Mathews was still
symbolical

painting for the

employed at this

time on a large

Savings Union Bank.

Before its

installation in that institution it was on display at his stu
dio and great

crowds of spectators

came to see

the exhibit.

It was called "St. Francis", and is described substantially as
follows:
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"....As a mural painter Mathews has few peers
and his infinite creations show an infinite
charm and variety of expression.
In the group
ing of his figures and the blocking out of his
canvas his touch is essentially draftsman.....
but in the laying on of his pigments and the
accomplishment of his color detail he confesses
himself the possessor of a seventh sense, so
faultlessly is the strength of the one and the
dainty fragility of the other maintained in har
monious combination.
"The painting,
'St. Francis', would seem to be
an artistic interpretation of,
'Westward, the
course of empire takes its march'. In the fore
ground appears the great concourse of the ages;
here a puritan of simple habiliments, there a
courtier of a gone by day, here an Inaian abo
rigine, chere a knight in quest of glory, while
leading them all is the brown clad figure of the
great Saint, his arms uplifted toward the dis
tant goal, the promised, 'city beautiful'."
THE LAME HOSPITAL MURALS
The year 1912

finds Mathews

busily engaged

art furniture shop which at this time was prospering.
that year little easel painting was accomplished,
did paint

three panels

for the

excited enthusiastic comment.
the primitive
fetish

medicine

worshipper

Lane Hospital

man with

in the

stunting

however, he
Library which

the narrow

qutlook

incantations amid

which he is insensible.

amid the architectural glories of
represented

During

The first of these represented

uttering his

chantments of nature to

in the

of the

those en
The second,

medieval architecture,

influence

pressed in the fear of the evil eye.

of superstition

was
ex

The third portrayed the

benign ministrations of enlightenment through the sciences and
humanities, salvation and dietetics in terms of poetry and art.

i

!:

:
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DECORATIONS IN THE MASONIC T 3 T L E
The following year brought
missions,

notably among

rotunda of the

several important com

them extensive panel

work for the

State Capitol building in Sacramento and the

complete furnishing of the

Masonic Temple in San Francisco.

The former consisted of twelve decorations depicting histori
cal scenes of the State in the romantic style of the period.
The latter consisted of a group of a
which he designed from top to

half-dozen lodge rooms

bottom including tne. carpets..

Several of the rooms were richly ornamented with carved pan
els, pilasters, and brackets. These were designed in his shop
along with the special

carvings and cabinet work.

work he was assisted by Mrs. Mathews
he himself

made.

All was done

Boynton, in the Journal of the

In this

and many of the pieces

under his direction.

Ray

American Institute of Archi

tects, wrote of this work as follows:
"In the development
of complete interiors
Mathews, shows to advantage his clear under
standing of the functions of mural decorations
and in this he has shown a comprehensive tech
nique.
His professional understanding of ar
chitecture has no doubt imbued him with a re
spect for the significance of walls and spaces
of a room that others do not so readily attain.
The manner in which he has treated the Commandery of the Masonic Temple is a good exposition
of it....It is in a way distinguished for the
things that have not ^
done.
Four massive
arches rise to support the dome, their rich cin
namon colored surfaces undisturbed by a single
ornament or decoration of any kind....The dome
is covered with tracery of silver and blue with
a great touch of gold and vermilion in the
center, surrounded by a band of vermilion con
taining the sign of the zodiac....the base of
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the dome is punctuated by a row of round arched
windows, the tops of whose arches have been
decorated on their lower surfaces with medal
lions....The arts carry on in their fashion,the
search after reality, the burden shared by phil
osophy and religion.
In apprehending this re
ality in some degree, satisfaction comes to the
soul of man.
This reality is sometimes appre
hended in the beautifully proportioned 3pace
that makes an entity of the room in the perfect
ly organized forms of a piece of furniture or a
carved figure; or in the organization of color
that evokes the emotions of form realized. When
a man can bring his vision to reality in any of
these forms, we call him an artist; when he can
command all three in the service of art it is
fit that we should do him honor."
THE STATE CAPITOL MURALS
The panels in the State Capitol

building at Sacra

mento traced in epic form periods in the life and development
of California.

Beginning with the Indians and the first ap

pearance of the white men,

they depicted the Spanish occupa

tion, settlements and the building of the Missions,the Padres
influencing the natives and encouraging
tion of the olive, the vine,
civilization.
can invasion

them in the cultiva

agriculture and other fruits of

Also, there followed scenes showing the Ameri
following the

discovery of gold

development of industrial life,

and the swift

and finally, glimpses of the

future.
HTS PICTURE IN THE STATE BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO
In the State

building at the

Francisco above a bench in the
a mural

symbolizing

Civic Center

in San

Supreme Courts Mathews painted

the majesty

of law and the

dignity of

0956

State.

He states

that he had no name for

it was finished and he
view.

studied it from

He called it, "COLEiONWEALTH".

symbolize,

by the act of

and stability

with the sword.
neath a

stretch the

government;

the faith

another figure

bears

and another stands by ready to enforce it

tree.

land, forming a typical

from the fountain be

In background

fields of the law

central group rises

the public's point of
The two central figures

A child drinks wisdom

sheltering

this picture until

taking the marriage vow,

of home and

the tablets of law,

art.
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to left

and right

of the sea and

the law of the

California landscape;

and behind the

the Parthenon,

crowning work

of Grecian

Critics say it is doubtful if there exists in the entire

country anything

to surpass

it except

the work of

Puvis de

Chevannes in the Boston public library.
THE PANAHA PACIFIC EXPOSITION
In 1915 the
cisco brought
member

Panama Pacific Exposition

new honors

of the jury

to Mathews.

of awards

and,

in San Fran

He was selected
because of

as a

holding this

position,was given the special distinction of having his works
displayed in a separate gallery.
ern mural
Neuhaus,

artist represented
in

Also,

at the

he was the only west
Exposition.

"The Art of the Exposition",

Professor

at the time wrote:

"....Hia 'Victorious Spirit', a rich and noble
composition, has certain enduring qualities
which are not found in a single one of any of
the others. Simply taken as a decoration, his
picture is most effective by its richness and
color and without going into the question of
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(

its meaning, it is
a decoration."
Further

thoroughly satisfactory as

comment on

his exhibits

at the Exposition

was made by the Overland Monthly as follows:
"One of the most delightful of his California
pieces at the Exposition is, 'Cypress Grove'.
It is characteristically dull in tint, poetic,
and full of
beautiful dreamy suggestions.
'Monterey Hills', presents low slopes of round
ed modelling under a subdued light, the trees
showing as dark masses that melt almost to
black. The flowing lines have a soft cadence,
fitted to dull harmony of tone and simplicity
of composition."
ANOTHER MECHANICS INSTITUTE MURAL
His mural which decorated the lobby of the Mechanics
Institute was destroyed in

the earthquake and fire.

he was engaged to replace it with another.

Also,

In 1917

he received

a commission for a painting from the Columbia Theatre.

It was

called, "Drama", and was ordered, conceived and finished, in a
day and a half!

His

"Victorious Spirit"

was removed to the

Fine Arts building, the only structure which has been preserv
ed of

those constructed

mural for the

daring the

Exposition.

The second

Mechanics Institute received wide acclaim.

Wasp of August 1917 commented:
"This latest piece of work by Mr. Mathews is
perhaps the finest piece of decorative work
he has yet accomplished.
There is something
of the strength of Brangwyn in this work, com
bined with Mr. Mathews ever glowing goldengreenish glow, which has distinguished so
much of the work from this artist's brush."

The
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No record can be found of Mathews' activities in the
field

of art during

World War.

the years

America

participated

in the

However, in 1920 we again find him busily engaged

on a large canvas of seven figures
ed, "Mazurka".

The figures

dressed in flowing garments.

which he at the time call

were almost

life size

and were

Sixteen years later he repainted

this picture and changed the title to "Intrigue".
MATHEWS RECEIVES GOLD MEDAL
In 1922 Mathews began a aeries of fifteen panels for
the library of the University of California.
ed panels

for the

Rochester library at

Also he complet

Stanford University.

The American Institute of Architects in convention in Chicago,
in recognition of the exceptional merit of his mural paintings
which now adorned,

many buildings in

where, awarded him the
artist

mentioned

San Francisco

Fine Arts Gold Medal.

for this- honor was

and else

The only other

John S. Sargent.

The

Journal of the American Institute of Architects had previously
commented on Mathews' work as follows:
"Few artists of America have had such an op
portunity as Arthur Mathews in which to dis
play pictorial skill in mural decoration.
California, with its wonderful atmosphere,
reminds the visitor of sunny Italy. Our State
has been more than lightly touched by romance.
The Spanish occupation, with its gentle Fran
ciscan fathers, once more lures the artist to
paint the story of St. Francis which became
such a passionate tradition in and subsequent
to Giotto's time— 'told and painted everywhere
with delight'.
The numerous works of Mathews
cover a field of wide range and versatility,
portraiture, the nude, landscape, marine and
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architectural painting. In Mathews'work there
is that sense of beauty, power and harmony of
color, at times delicate and simple with a
gathering strength flowing out into a wealth
of brilliance and tone....that feeling for
rare color which so powerfully expresses our
California atmosphere."
HIS LATER WORKS
Mathews' later works

consisted of

a design

stained glass window for the Women's City Club,
cisco and the window
in

Gethsemane",

in San Fran

design for the famous picture,

by Heinrich Hoffman.

Also,

for a

he

"Christ
and

Mrs.

Mathews collaborated on the entire decoration of the Alhambra
Theatre in San Francisco.
MATHEWS' WORKING PHILOSOPHY
Mathews has a decidedly
his own

work.

His

interest

analytical attitude toward

is in the

technical

side of

painting alone, the processes, the chemistry, mediums, materi
als, etc.

He has never had a great amount

eral movements in art.

Movements take on in his eyes the na

ture of fads, and fads have been
ods in the history of art.

noticeable at various peri

To him modernism means a real a-

doptioa of scientific methods in
methods based

of faith in gen

art as opposed to empirical

on tradition and accumulated

experience.

He

considers that very few artists can call themselves modern in
the sense that they know
do,

its value

scientifically everything that they

and why they

do it.

Whistler

and Puvls de

Chavannes, he says, arrived at this understanding and he con
siders these two the first moderns.
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A CRITICAL ESTIMATE
Professor

Eugene Neuhaus, in his book, "The History

and Ideals of American Art", wrote as follows:
"Mathews' influence on the art of the west has
been far-reaching in that his thorough knowl
edge of the great traditions of the past has
served as a guiding and. refining influence in
a new civilization where unrestrained vigor
and enthusiasm are not always balanced by dis
cretion and retrospection.
His canvases are
tonal in their rich and mellow harmonies.
In
their mellow color they suggest the Influence
of the two greatest figures in the last centu
ry— Whistler and Puvis de Chavannes--in the
field of painting preceding Impressionism.
A
Mathews, whether an easel painting or a deco
ration, is always recognizable for its fine
construction, its rich use of architectural
setting, the poise of its rhythmical figures
and its carefully planned color scheme."
SUMMARY
Mathews at the
San Francisco

present tine

where he has always lived with the exception of

his two trips abroad.

In his long career

chitect, a lithographer,
the Hark

is still a resident of

Hopkins

a designer,

Institute

he has been an ar

teacher and Director of

of Art,

Mural painter,

artist,

craftsman, editor, and continues activity at the present time.
His experience as a
one and this

designer and

lithographer was a valuable

with his architectural ability,

undoubtedly de

termined that his creative efforts should adopt the wide scope
that

characterizes them.

In that

period of the

San Francisco when ho began active work
munity— more

isolated

and

history of

it was a smaller com

self-contained.

There

were

no
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and consequently

a high general

A designer for a firm of

efficiency was

lithographers had to be

able to turn out anything that was asked of the firm and this
set a

premium on

adaptability

and alertness.

Thus,

very

likely, the habit of all incluciveness was generated and con
tinued throughout his active career.
Undoubtedly Mathews
the artists

and art

movement in

artist before or since.

with great satisfaction.

California

than any other

Now in the twilight of his career he

must in retrospect view the

ation.

exerted a greater influence on

past and his own accomplishments
The future belongs to a new gener
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ARTHUR FRANK MATHEWS
REPRESENTATIVE
WORKS
MURALS:
Oakland California Library
The Soil
Babylonian Towers
Sentiment
Achievement
Grain
Resignation
Conquest
The Arts
Nature
The Commonwealth, Supreme Court, State 3ldg.,
San Francisco, California
University Library, University of California,
Berkeley, California
Rochester Library, Stanford University, Palo
Alto, California
Lane Hospital Library, San Francisco, Calif
ornia
Alameda Public Library, Alameda, California
Childrens Hospital, San Francisco, California
Masonic Temple, San Francisco, California
Mechanics Institute Library, San Francisco,
California
The Grape
Beauty and the Beast
The Maelstrom
St. Francis, Savings Union Trust Company, San
Francisco, California
State Capitol Building, Sacramento, California
Residence of W. A. Dingee
The Sowers
The Fishers
Hunting
Fishing
The Market
Fruit
Flower
The Towers
La Cigale
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Residence of F. H. Smith
Fantasy
Spring
Fragment
Cupid and Psyche
Residence of Horace Hill
Music and Dance
Romance and poesy
Residence of Dr. R. J. Taussig
Barcarole
Pastoral
Fantasy
BRONZE PLAQUES:
Savings Union Trust Company
The Indian
The Padre
The Miner
The Youth
EASEL PAINTINGS:
The Death of Abel
Youth
Grapes
Monterey Bay
Plucking of the Geese
Pleasant Reflections
Preparing for Market
Boy vs. Bath
Discovery of the Bay of San Francisco by
Portola
The Wine Maker
Masque of Pandora
The Carnation
Cypress Grove
Monterey Hills
Berkeley Hills
California Landscape
On the Beach
Monterey Cypress
The Swan
The Web
Eve
The Butterfly
Marine
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Ghost Story
Land Fish
Spring
Death of Ariel
The Guards
The "foods
The Portfolio
An Arabesque
Summer
The Mermaids
Dream City
The Rivera
Drama
The First Sorrow
The Shore
The Yellow Frock
A Romance
Song of the Sea
The Emperor
The Fates
Intrigue
PORTRAITS:
Portrait of James D. Phelan
Portrait of John Zeile
CLUBS:
Member
San Francisco Art Association, San Fran
cisco, California
Bohemian Club, San Francisco, California
Athenian Club, San Francisco, California
Art Club, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
AWARDS:
Grand Gold Medal, Paris, France, 1885
Fine Arts Gold Medal, United States, 1923
EXHIBITIONS (MAIN):
Paris Salons, I3u7, 1885, 1859, 1398
Chicago Exposition, 1893
Midwinter Fair, San Francisco, California,
1894
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Panama Pacific Exposition, San Francisco,
California, 1915
Exposition Universelle, Paris, 1898
EXHIBITIONS (PERMANENT):
De Young Memorial Museum, San Francisco,
California
Bohemian Club, San Francisco, California
University of California Library, Berkeley,
California
Rochester Library, Stanford University,
Palo Alto, California
EXHIBITIONS (MISCELLANEOUS):
Hotel Del Monte, 1907
Mark Hopkins Institute, 1896
California Pacific Exposition, San Diego,
California, 1935
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ARTHUR FRANK MATHEWS
BIBLIOGRAPHY
History and Ideals of American Art, Professor
Eugene Neuhaus
Art of the Exposition, Professor Eugene Neuhaus
Will Sparks Scrapbook
Who's Who In America, Vol. XVIII
Inscriptions at the Exposition, Garnett
Inscriptions at the Exposition, Michael Williams
Annals of the Bohemian Club, 1887 to 1895
Journal, American Institute of Architects,
1920-1923
Mark Hopkins Institute Review of Art, 1901, 1903
The San Francisco Argonaut, March 1905-March 1898
"Philopolis", 1906 to 1914
The Sunset Magazine, August 1915
The Wasp News Letter, August 1917
The Overland Monthly, July 1895,
July 1906 — January 1908
January to June 1908
July & December 1915 —
The San Francisco Morning Call
December 10, 1905 —
January 14, 1907 — July 14, 1907 —
July 29, 1907 -- January 22, 1911 —
September 22, 1912 — March 2, 1913
The San Francisco Examiner, January 1394
The San Francisco Chronicle, April 6, 1890
April 3, 1398 -- May 1, 1393 -June 29, 1690 — June 4, 1906 —
October 20, 1912 — October 16, 1913 —
June 8, 1922 — August 20, 1922
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IDENTIFICATION OF O RIG INAL SOURCES

ARTHUR FRANK MATHEWS
Neuhaus, Eugen. THE HISTORY & IDEALS OF AMERICAN ART. Stanford
University, California: Stanford University Press; London: Humphrey
Milford, Oxford University Press, 1931.
Karpel H36a
Neuhaus, Eugen. THE ART OF THE EXPOSITION: PERSONAL IMPRESSIONS OF
THE ARCHITECTURE, SCULPTURE, MURAL DECORATIONS, COLOR SCHEME &
OTHER AESTHETIC ASPECTS OF THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION
San Francisco: Paul Elder, 1915.
Karpel F146; Rocq 10616
[Will Sparks scrapbook]
WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA
Sheehy AJ57
Garnett, Porter. THE INSCRIPTIONS AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSITION. San Francisco: Taylor, Nash and Taylor, printers, 1915.
Rocq 9489
[Williams, Michael.

INSCRIPTIONS AT THE EXPOSITION.]

THE ANNALS OF THE BOHEMIAN CLUB. Edited by Robert Howe Fletcher.
San Francisco: Bohemian Club, 1898-. Vol. 1, 1872-1880, 1898.
Vol. 2, 1880-1887, 1900. Vol. 3, 1887-1895, 1909. Vol. 4, 1895-1906,
edited by Clay M. Greene, 1930. Vol. 5, 1907-1972, edited by
Alexander T. Case and Francis L. Cross, 1972.
Rocq 8342
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, JOURNAL
Karpel S16; ULS
MARK HOPKINS INSTITUTE REVIEW OF ART

Vol. 1, no. 1 - [Vol. 1, no. 9] (December, 1899 - [Midsummer, 1904])
No more published?
ARGONAUT
ULS
PHILOPOLIS
ULS
SUNSET
ULS
NEWSLETTER AND WASP
ULS
OVERLAND MONTHLY AND OUT WEST MAGAZINE
ULS
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CALL-BULLETIN
Gregory (California, San Francisco)
San Francisco EXAMINER
Gregory
San Francisco CHRONICLE
Gregory

SUPPLEMENTARY BtBLIOGRAPHY
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ARTHUR FRANK MATHEWS

b.
d.

October 1, 1860
February 19, 1945

Markesan, Wisconsin
San Francisco, California

MONOGRAPHIC SOURCES
CALIFORNIA DESIGN 1910
111.: MONTEREY OAKS
Jones, Harvey L. MATHEWS: MASTERPIECES OF THE CALIFORNIA DECORATIVE
STYLE. Oakland: The Oakland Musuem, 1972. 105 pp.; b&w and color ills.
169 exhs.
Catalogue for an exhibition held at The Oakland Museum, May 12-July 30,
1972. Biographical and critical essay, chronology, bibliography,
and checklist. Reissued with additional reproductions by Peregrine
Smith in 1980.
Snipper

EXHIBITION CATALOGUES
Davis, California.

FIFTEEN AND FIFTY.

Laguna Beach, California. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ARTISTS, 1890-1940.
111.: DANCING GIRLS ON CARMEL BEACH
Oakland, California. IMPRESSIONISM, THE CALIFORNIA VIEW.
111.: PORTRAIT OF WOMAN IN PARK, 1893
BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORIES
/ /.,
Benezit
Dawdy 1
Fielding
Mallett
Samuels
111.: CALIFORNIA LANDSCAPE
Smith
—

Thieme-Becker

WWAA 1940-1941
WWC 1928-1929

(continued)
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ARTHUR FRANK MATHEWS
INDEXES
ART INDEX (Vols. 18, 20-23, 26, 29, 32, 33)
ARTWEEK
Chicago Art Institute
Monro and Monro
Park
Schwartz
Smith and Moure
ARCHIVAL SOURCES
Bancroft Library
CSL (1914: San Francisco)
Oakland Museum
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GOTTARDO F. P. PIAZZONI

Simplicity
butes.

is one of man's

most admirable attri

To possess a direct viewpoint towards nature's mys

teries until they are wrested,

manipulated,

through whole

some human reaction, and then in simple technique to express
such mysteries upon canvas,

is to understand Gottardo Piaz-

zoni's landscape art.
He communes with nature's own; her sombre children,
fog and mist;

her lighter offspring, moon and sunlight, and

returns them lyrically.
When one visualizes the art-road of California, and
traces the footsteps of its pioneer landscape painters, Hill,
Keith,

and Yelland,

Plazzoni bears

one realizes

as one

of the

the responsibility

outstanding

that

interpreters of

California's landscape.
BORN AMID GLORIOUS SCENERY
Intragna, set as

a gem

in a crown

of mountains,

lies in the south section of the Canton Ticino, Switzerland,
close to the

western bank

of the river— Maggia.

Here the

Alps have descended to hills of twenty hundred odd feet, and
as if

by Nature's command,

sloping journey

Intragna seems

to fringe the shores

to direct theif

of Lake Maggiore, and

bid them God-speed as they unfold downward to Piedmont, Italy.
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ago,

Plazzoni's ancestors

came

As they ascended slowly these Alpine foot-hills,

their Inherent appreciation of beauty caused them to pause—
to drink deep of the scenic grandeur, and to resolve to set
tle amidst its beauty.

Here, many generations of Piazzonis

grew to manhood— among them Gottardo's father Paolo.

Rest

lessness, the urge to greater fortune, lured him to the gold
fields of Australia.

After seventeen years of prospecting—

the peaceful hills of Intragna, and the memory of a graceful
dark-eyed girl called.
Piazzoni strolls

So again,

Paolo

in the evening beauty with Teresa Cavalli.

Here the young couple
this sublime panorama.
grandparents,

back in Intragna,

the

were married and lived amid

On April 14,1872, in the home of his

Cavallis,

Gottardo

Piazzoni

was born.

In 1876 the father left Switzerland to prospect for
gold in California.
elusive ore,

During his adventures in search of the

he came upon the

Monterey peninsula

dramatic coast line and mountains.

with its

Here he entered into the

dairy business, and later homestaked on government land, near
Mt. Toro in Monterey County.

For many years he worked hard,

building a home and livelihood in this land„

for the coming

of his family.
SCHOOLING IN SWITZERLAND
Gottardo at six years
in Intragna.

of age

began his schooling

For eight years passing to and fro from school,
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*

his mind was deeply impressed

with the might and silence of

the hills.

in the

On these

miles away, the
No effort
boy;

walks*

sharp peak

distance— some thirty

of Monte Rosa

at artistic expression

pierced the sky.

had yet been made

by the

however, Gottardo often eagerly watched the local art

ists as they executed murals upon the heavily decorated walls
of the chapels and churches of Intragna.
To be reared in the home of one's grandparents, is
not the fortune of the average child.

The delight of being

petted and pampered by them, perhaps to the consternation of
the parents,

is offset

by the wisdom

they usually impart.

At the age of fourteen they decided to send Gottardo
Ginnasio

in Locarno

for

higher learning.

to the

Locarno, three

miles distance from Intragna on the north shore of Lake Maggiore,

baffles all effort

at description.

Here, tod, the

hills— ever predominant tithe tranquility of their strength—
etched their forms in the boy's mind.
a part

of the curriculum,

Gottardo's drawing, as

was satisfactorily done,

special value

to his progress was the fact

Locarno, too,

applied their

chapels and churches.

inspirations

but of

that artists in
to the

walls of

Here, too, the youth spent many hours

watching the development of murals.
In America, after several years in Monterey County,
California, Paolo Piazzoni developed his land toahigh state
of productivity. Many letters he sent to his wife, describing
the wonders of his homestead in the Golden State,and can she
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Generations of traditional love for

Switzerland, the many home ties and growing children, caused
her

to hesitate.

prompts

Finally,

an acute stage

the father to request

our oldest son Gottardo to me."

of

loneliness

in one of his letters, "send
With this request the moth

er realized she must sever native ties,

and move the family

to the distant land.
A YOUTH ON A CALIFORNIA RANCH
So when

Gottardo

1887, the happy Piazzonis
ranch.

was fifteen,
were united

Under the guidance

of his

in the

autumn of

on the cozy Monterey

highly practical father,

Gottardo learned many useful occupations, such as boilermak
ing, carpentry and house painting.

With haymaking, milking

and other agricultural chores, the boy had few idle moments.
His future course
way.

as an artist came in a peculiar

A spring-board wagon needed painting.

many colors

the work progressed

came the inspiration
America.

until with

to paint the flags

By the family

With brush and
the dashboard

of Switzerland and

the work was considered a success.

This admiration led a few days later, to an* intricate paint
ing on the white ceiling in the living room, of the Court of
Arms of Canton Ticino— banked with the flags of
and America.

Switzerland

This ceiling still carries today this juvenile

expression of his art.

Smiles play over Plazzoni's face as

he tells of this attempt. On his finger he wears a gold ring,
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made from ore mined in Australia by hia father.

There is a

fine fellowship in this Swiss-American family.
THE DECISION FOR PAINTING
Max Stern

in the

San Francisco News

of December

1929, under the heading of "Great Twenty-five Californians,"
tells this interesting conversation

between father and son:

"As he milked the cows his eye wandered over
the scenes the dawn revealed and something in
side him stirred. It was the "divine afflatus"
that since time began has called, men from their
grubby tasks to follow art.
Gottardo went to
his father'Father,' he said, 'I want to be
come a painter.'
'You can't do that,' his fa
ther replied'A painter makes only $4 a day,
and, besides, his work is irregular.
Better
stay with me*'
'I don't mean that kind of
painter,' the boy said,
'I mean a painter of
pictures, an artist,'
'Ho,' laughed the fa
ther,
'That's worse* You'll starve.'
'I'll
starve then,' he replied* And he almost did."
As on this first spproach

the father was none too

receotive, so a few nights later with the family in the kit
chen making sausage,

Gottardo

broached the subject

again.

This time the father knew by the determined manner the ques
tion was asked,

that ho must decide at once, so he replied.

"In a few days, son,

I will take you to

we will learn something of the

San Francisco, and

art schools there."

In the

Autumn of 1891 on their arrival in San Francisco, the father
took him

to visit an old

Swiss acquaintance,

friend of tho boy's ambition.
be taken to see

a man he knew.

and told the

The friend suggested that he
This acquaintance,

to the

chagrin of Gottardo,was a North Beach house and sign painter.
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After many hearty laughs they finally landed at the doors of
the California School of Design.
In this grand

old institution,

the California School of Fine Arts,
serious art studies.

progress.

Piazzoni started on his

Under the able instruction of Raymond

D. Yelland, landscape painter,
Arthur Mathews,

the forerunner of

and in drawing classes under

the mural painter,

he began to make

rapid

Here he met Joseph Raphael, Xavier Martinez, and

other well-known painters,later to become lights of San Fran
cisco's

art colony.

These student acquaintances

into lifelong friendships.
discussed

in awed tones

deepened

During the lull in classes, they
the great

art centers

of Europe.

Piazzoni's ability during these years developed fast, and in
1893 he won the gold medal for drawing.
THE STUDENT IN PARIS
The summer of 1895 he left for Paris. There he en
rolled with Maurice Del Mue,

his Parisian friend,

who also

had been a former student of the California School of Design
in San Francisco,

In this haven of art students, six months

were spent under such leaders in French art as Benjamin Con
stant,

Henri Martin, and Paul Laurens.

Feeling certain of

having chosen the correct profession, he and Maurice Del Mue
decided to enroll in the
profitable

Ecole des Beaux Arts.

years were spent under the

training of Leon Geromo.

Here three

guidance and

superb
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In California death struck relentlessly at the Mon
terey farmhouse.

Within three months it took the mother and

a younger brother,

Massimo.

With this double tragedy, the

father sent a plaintive letter to Paris,

asking Gottardo to

return.
Back to California in March,1898; again the strug
gle with the soil, the milking, the innumerable chores.
too many years
hand

had gone toward the

and eye— the inner urge

talked his father,

few months

artistic development of

was too strong— and

Gottardo

sister Adelina and brother Adolfo,

returning to Switzerland.

But

into

This journey was made in 1900.

were spent in the old home at Intragha,

A

then on

to Paris. California had penetrated deeply into Gottardo and
the spell of Intragna's slopes struggled in vain against the
lure of California.
CALIFORNIA AGAIN
Back in San Francisco,at 609 Sacramento Street, in
1901, he established the Piazzoni Atelier d'Art.

Here many

pupils of San Francisco fame were started upon their careers.
Piazzoni also shared a studio at No.8 Montgomery Street with
Arthur Putnam,

the famous animal sculptor of San Francisco.

The Art Students League,
once

in the same building

the

"Old Maguire Opera House" was

and now occupied the

top floor.

Piazzoni and Putnam divided their studio by a burlap curtain;
and here these fledgelings launched their serious profession[ConrchoM 77M^<? m copy

par 3; lines 6-7: Thw "Maguire opera
House" was located on Washington
Street between Montgomery and Kear
ney Streets.
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Soon their creations of chisel

vinced local patrons of their merit.

and brush con

These were busy happy

days.
SECESSION FROM SAN FRANCISCO ART ASSOCIATION
In 1902

Piazzoni

promoted the

First Secessional

Art Exhibition, which started what was called,"The San Fran
cisco Society of Artists."

It was a statewide exhibition in

protest against the San Francisco Art Association.
CONTINUES UNREMITTINGLY
Piazzoni
at the

completed a few pictures,

Mark Hopkins Art Institute in

and exhibited

November, 1904.

His

canvas, "Midsummer," brought praise and an invitation to be
come a member of the Judgment Committee of the Guild of Arts
and Crafts.

In 1904, he worked feverishly for the Bohemian

Club Fall Exhibit.

Of his showing, the "Argonaut" of Decem

ber 19, 1904, commented:
"The mystery of a weird cool, strangely attract
ive canvas by G.F.P. Piazzoni. The same paint
er has another unusual study 'Evening.' In few
lines and colors he has painted with delicate
suggestions and weird effect,
the coming
of
darkness over a flat land and stretch of quiet
water."
"Song of the Marshland"
became an internationally
in her own name an artist,
Piazzoni's canvases,

was there, too, and later

known picture.

Mrs. Helen Salz,

recognized the rare qualities in

and in 1904

purchased for her collec
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tion two small oil panels.

These were similar in treatment

to the noble mural style that
rate

many

of the

Piazzoni

Piazzoni

Institutions and

used later to deco
in

California.

tells of his plans to visit

Europe with

Putnam, his studio-mate.
Putnam
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homes

Also how in their relaxed evenings

would take his banjo off its peg,

and the strumming

on its strings soon mingled with his voice, in plaintive ne
gro melodies. Piazzoni says they often discussed the wonders
of Paris and of their desire to see the art treasures of Rome.
The desire to travel strongly
too,

gripped Putnam

and his wife,

and both men worked hard in anticipation of a European

trip.
By this time local honors came to both the artists.
Since the Bohemian Club exhibit Putnam and Piazzoni had each
become an honorary member of that famous group of art patrons
and creative artists.

Such enthusiasm for

French subjects

spurred him on.
PARIS AGAIN
Piazzoni's first large exhibit in San Francisco was
held at the Mechanics Pavilion, in April 1905.

Laura Bride

Powers in the San Francisco Call mentioned his previous work
done in Paris:
"And by the way, when you determine to visit
the forest— reared under 'A Roof thatomrfra.il
hands have raised,' hie you to the art gallery
and look up Piazzoni. See the things he has to
show you there— bits of older work, much of
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which he painted in Paris, and note the change.
Also note the poetry, the sublety of his old
work, which were accessories to a splendid
whole.
Subtlety did not then swamp the tale
the picture fain would tell— it was a simple
accessory that helped reveal the man.
That
was sincerity, not pose.
And that was art.
Notable among these twenty-two Piazzoni paint
ings are'Evening at Gentilly France,' 'A.Glimpse
of Gualla Bay,' 'Weeping Willow' and 'Old Hay,
Moret, France' and on the 'River Loire.'"
Putnam was already married
for the European trip,

and anxious to arrange

so he asked Piazzoni to rush his fi

ancee, Beatrice Delmue, into matrimony.

But Piazzoni waited

to secure results from his many days of toil. He wanted sure
security and funds to travel.
honorable mention for
and the "End of Life,"

At the St. Louis Fair he won

"End of Day," "Winter in California,"
Piazzoni still delayed his European

trip for lack of finances,

but the

San Francisco Call gave

these small,but deeply significant items; on August 27,1905:
"G.F.P. Piazzoni has sold to Mr. Charles Lom
bard, who has the distinction of possessing a
very creditaole California collection of paint
ings, one of his small paintings."
And on September 3, 1905:
"Four of young Piazzoni's small,but high-class
paintings, have been sold to Mrs. Will Crocker
upon the advice of Henry J. Breuer."
But the ever alert Laura Bride Powers,wrote in the
Call on September 17, 1905, of his good fortune:
"Young Piazzoni is king of the artists' quarter.
After patient work, electrified, by a genius
long admitted., this quiet, serene young Swiss
has 'struck it.'
A few weeks ago Mrs. Will
Crocker purchased four cf his paintings of high
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merit, and behold him now packing his suitcase
for Paris.
As for Piazzoni,
success lies in
his grasp. When he studied in Paris some years
ago, he made marvelous strides, and great
things were prophesied for him. Since then he
has done some notable things now and then laps
ing into a phase of fadism. But with ripening
education, and judgment, he will overcome this
little weakness, and California will be proud
of her son— the rough country lad who came to
Hopkins a few years ago and astonished the na
tives with his crude ability.
And may luck
attend you, clever son of Carmel in your peragrination."
With this stroke of fortune, Piazzoni rushed Beat
rice Delmue to the altar on December 5, 1905.

The two cou

ples set off for Europe leaving a few of Piazzoni's drawings,
and casts of Putnam's in the Art Students League.

Two friends

offered them space to store their art work; Mrs.Arsi on Wash
ington Street and Mrs. Wolfsohn on Presidio Avenue. It prov
ed fortunate

that they decided

to accept the latter,

for,

during their stay in Europe,the San Francisco earthquake and
fire destroyed the

Washington Street

section,

but did not

reach Presidio Avenue. Their loss at the Art Students League
was minor,

but the treasures of their early efforts, stored

in Presidio Avenue, were of major importance.
At the beginning of
in Rome,

Italy.

Together,

1906 the two couples

arrived

they settled in a studio-home:

the former monastery of Giacomo Balia,a friend of Piazzoni's.
This medieval building was on the side of the hill that looks
down upon the Borghese Palace. They could see many of Rome's
prominent edifices;

among them the resplendent dome of

Peter's; silhouetted against the sky.

St.
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ITALIAN APPRECIATION
In this Roman atmosphere, Piazzoni and Putnam pre
pared to exhibit at the International Exposition of Fine Arts
being held in Rome. For Piazzoni this exhibit was a triumph.
His paintings

were well accepted by

European critics.

An

inkling of his approach to fame is keenly felt in an article,
which quoted a Roman newspaper:
"'A Western Painter' by Josephine Blanch,
in
the Overland Monthly of July— December, 1909:
"Piazzoni also exhibited that year in Rome.
A
few short extracts taken from an article writ
ten during his exhibition by Pio Vanza and pub
lished in the 'Sanciopanza,' a leading newspaper
of Rome, is convincing proof of the admiration
which that critic has for Piazzoni's art.
"Any of Piazzoni's pictures is the faithful ex
pression of what he has observed not only with
the eye of a draughtsman or a colorist, but
also with the feeling that has penetrated his
soul. His pictures are chants. You feel con
quered by something like the sound of heavenly
music which the artist was able to arrest in
his lofty flight through space. Poetry is the
essential quality of his work, and it is a po
etry without ornament, free from all artifi
ciality, simple, sincere, and totally sponta
neous.
"Piazzoni may be truly called a poet-painter,
a poet with a deep spiritual insight into na
ture, relying upon sensuous coloring, alluring
lines or beauty of atmospheric change for his
inspiration, but using these subordinately,
truthfully, to express the thought which at
the time controls him, and this thought is al
ways a blending of the poetical, the intellec
tual and spiritual. Piazzoni has struck a very
high note.
It is not the outward garb that
Nature wears that attracts him, but the under
lying spirit or underlying force of Nature
that his pictures reveal, its vastness,
its
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silent voice, and above all its perfect peace—
one stands silent and prayerful before them.
"In his picture,
'Song of the Marshland,'
you
are made to feel the illimitableness of Nature.
A low wet marshland stretching back miles and
miles to the grey distance where it meets the
sky still more grey and sullen,from a low-hung,
wind-tossed cloud, you hear the 'Song of the
Marshland,'
a weird, minor chant it is— the
voice of wind and rain as they sweep over this
desolate waste of earth.
"'The End of Day' is a beautiful pastoral poem.
It is evening; a lonely shepherd is driving his
flock homeward over the uplands. The weariness
expressed in the bent figure of the shepherd;
the slow gait and drooping heads of the sheep
as they go up the hill-side,the deepening shad
ows of the eventide, overspreading Nature— all
express the end of day, a weary world waiting
for the rest that night will bring. So full of
poetry is the picture that one can only think
of that first stanza of Gray's Elegy, as its
true interpretation.
"The
The
The
And

curfew tolls the knell of parting
lowing herd winds slowly o'er the
ploughman homeward plods his weary
leaves the world to darkness and to

day.
lea;
way.
me."

"The canvas of Piazzoni's, most distinctly Cal
ifornia, is 'Winter.' In this the illimitable
ness of Nature again seems to be the artist's
controlling thought.
The composition of the
picture is most simple; its meaning direct. It
is made up only of the sky and a vast stretch
of rolling hills.
The dull gray of the sky,
and the grayness of the hills, with a sugges
tion of green just peeping through (the green
that one sees in Southern California, even in
mid-winter),
tones the entire canvas to a low
minor key suggestive of the gray days that are
characteristic of California winter.
His pic
ture,
'The End of Life,' depicts a dark myste
rious valley, lying between mountains, them
selves as dark and mysterious as the valley
itself.
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"The low tone of the sky tells of the hour 'be
tween the dark and the daylight.'
A single
glorious cloud of light lies beyond the moun
tains and the valley. The picture is symbolic
of the soul journeying through the Valley of
the Shadow of Death.
"It is interesting to know that Piazzoni has
received the inspiration for most of his lar
ger and more serious works from California:
however, locality means little to Piazzoni."
SWITZERLAND AGAIN
Like most medieval buildings,the rooms of the for
mer monastery were huge, with high ceilings.

With charcoal

braziers and kerosene stoves the two artists and their wives
struggled to repel the dampness of walls,

the chilly blasts

of winter. Piazzoni prepared to exhibit in a prominent Salon
of Rome,

but this was cut short— for Putnam

pleurisy.

Piazzoni

visits to the

laid aside all work,

art galleries

life was endangered.

came down with
ceaaed his dally

and helped nurse

Putnam whose

With the crisis passed, the doctor ad

vised a dryer and milder climate.

Piazzoni

remembered the

high altitude of Switzerland, and suggested they go with him
to Calascio in the Canton Ticino.
In this lovely setting Putnam gained strength rap
idly.

During the months spent here Piazzoni sketched. These

hills revived many boyhood memories.
all danger,

it was agreed

When Putnam had passed

to move on to

Paris.

Here the

young couples rented part of a large house in the suburbs, at
Neullly, in the Rue de Joinville. The Piazzonis occupied the
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Ralph Stackpole,a pupil of Putnam's and a friend

of both couples,

lived in the large attic,

floor was taken by the

Putnams.

while the lower

Few houses in the

Rue de

Joinville had so much activity as this one,filled with ener
getic, ambitious American artists.

Piazzoni fast completed

his sketches made in Rome and Calaacio.
spiration were boundless,

His energy and in

as told in items of the San Fran

cisco Call, dated January 14, 1907:
"Piazzoni has just had his picture 'Song of the
Marshland,' at one time exhibited at Mark Hop
kins, accepted in the New Salon, or Societe
Nationale des Beaux Arts in Paris. Some of his
etchings, a small view from Rome and a large
one of the Champs Elysees, also have found a
place in the Salon."
The etching,

a small view from

Rome

called "St.

Peter's from Villa Borghese, Rome/ was executed during their
stay in Rome.

That of the "Avenue des Champs Elysees,Paris,

a few days after
Paris.

the establishment

of their

residence

in

Putnam at this time grew lonesome for San Francisco,

and went home.

The Piazzonis remained a few months, gather

ing excellent material around Paris and other parts of France,
and toward the close

of 1907 they, too,

left for

America.

HOME TO SAN FRANCISCO
When

Piazzoni

and his wife arrived in

San Fran

cisco, they found Sacramento Street and his school and studio
had been destroyed;
Presidio Avenue.

so they moved to a

Studio Building

on

Unwilling to lie prostrate after the dis-
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aster of 1906, San Francisco fast rose from her ashes.
rasp of saws and thuds of hammers,

The

reverberated through the

streets, and with characteristic vigor Piazzoni prepared for
the Art Association's

Spring Exhibition.

Of this work the

Argonaut of April 11, 1908, stated:
"Gottardo Piazzoni has been sparing of showing
his work since his return from Europe.
His
'Early Spring, Switzerland,'
renders the pale
colors and severe outline and much of the chill,
austere beauty as well as the intense stillness
of the high altitude."
In the Studio Building,

Piazzoni

then opened an

other school,and also a studio downtown in the artist
ter.

quar

The Call of April 26, 1908, gave this interesting ar

ticle on them:
"Piazzoni has taken an extra studio at 728 Mont
gomery Street, where he is engaged on a piece
of mural decorative work in which he is much
interested, and which is designed for a cafe in
this city. He has, however,retained his Studio
in Presidio Avenue, and,together with the other
artists, who have their ateliers there, is busy
with the life class which meets certain morn
ings."
The summer of 1908 was vacationless for
Lucy B. Jerome

in the Call

of June 14, 1908,

Piazzoni.

tells us the

reason:
"This is the dull season in city studios. Most
of the artists have left for the mountains or
seashore,or are scattered through Ross and Mill
Valley, studying nature in her various moods....
Piazzoni, Putnam and Cummings are still here,
however, deeply engaged in decorative designing
and prize work, with little time to spare for
the more delicate and fertile designs of their
own fancy."
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Piazzoni's output of work had reached large propor
tions.

One sensed a reason, namely,

the birth on June 25,

1908 of Romy Charlotte to the devoted couple.
In the Call,

under

date of

August 2, 1908,

the

ceiling mural was described as follows:
"Piazzoni has a large work under way in his
studio, it being the fresco for a ceiling,
shown in three panels; the middle one about
13 feet high, while the other two are smaller,
being only 4 feet wide by 5 feet high.
The
work is allegorical and presents three figures.
Commerce being typified by the figure of a man
seated, looking out upon an ocean where ships
of many nations are passing to and fro. Agri
culture as shown by a woman's noble figure also
seated; gazing upon fields teeming with life
and labor.
And industry picturing a mechanic
poring over an unfolded plan*...The work is big
in conception and rich in promise. It is being
done for Willis Polk, the architect."
This

decorative work

National Bank Building.
firmly believes

was executed for the

First

Since his earliest ideals Piazzoni

in the unification of architecture and art.

He feels that art in public buildings

should be the work of

the community's artists, done to educate and please the pub
lic.

Elaborating on his theory, Miss Jerome in the San Fran

cisco Call of September 13, 1908, wrote:
"'Give me houses that have been lived in,'
cried Hawthorne, expressing his detestation of
a mere empty huddle of brick and mortar. And,
'let us make our buildings mean something,'
may be said to be the cry of the newly develop
ing sense of beauty as applied to decorative
interiors, which place the last stamp of com
pleteness on a construction and breathe into
it the veritable breath of life.
"This is just what certain artists are doing.
Piazzoni is busy with mural designs of large
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scope and equally large meaning, which are to
be seen on the walls and ceilings of two of the
principal buildings of the city. One of these
mural paintings is to typify California. Those
who have seen the drawings say that nothing so
expressive of California— especially of Calif
ornia in her wide, sunlit spaces, or in her
great stretches of land, or in her mighty pur
ple peaks— has ever been conceived.
"It is California, Indeed, that Piazzonl has
pictured, they say, but it is California with
all of her mystery, her wonder, her beauty and.
undying drawing power that holds you.
It is
California before the gringo came; with her
sunny valleys, unspoiled by the foot of man;
her fertile plains where flocks have never
grazed; her virginal soil; her rich promise,—
These are the meanings which may be read in
this painting of Piazzoni*s, and when placed,
it will be a worthy product of his brush and
power, for Piazzoni is profoundly decorative
in his works; even his smaller paintings of
European scenes bear the impress of a great
decorative talent."
PROLIFIC YEARS
The year of 1908,
Piazzoni.

His mural

school profitable.

began an era of

decorations

prosperity for

were popular and his art

Margaret M. Doyle

in the San Francisco

Call of February 14, 1909, wrote of the art classes:
"The classes in the Studio building under the
supervision of Miss Heynemann, Gottardo Piaz
zoni and Maurice Del Mue, are of interest to
the student and visitor.
Drawing, painting,
illustrating and etching are taught, and a
class in composition has just been opened by
Piazzoni with some dozen pupils. Prior to the
disaster, Piazzoni held both day and night
classes and some of his notable pupils were
Emily Travis, Ralph Stackpole, and others, now
residents in New York and Paris, who have gain
ed honors in art classes.
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"The present class has some exceptional stu
dents, and Piazzoni talks on composition are
listened to with keen attention."
Former students of Piazzoni speak highly of his pa
tience,

of his indefatigable

fundamentals of art.

work in

imparting to them'the

Piazzoni's new venture in monotypes re

sulted in Miss Jerome of the

San Francisco Call of April 25,

1909, writing:
"The next exhibiting on the carpet is that of
Gottardo Piazzoni, who will give an exhibition
of monotypes at the new gallery of Helgesen.
In the monotype exhibition, Piazzoni will
doubtless include some landscape work recently
completed of a very fine and noble character,
one scene especially, portraying a large sweep
of sky over a billowing expanse of sea.
This
composition is intensely interesting in the
nobility and breadth of conception and in the
masterly manner of its handling."
Miss Jerome

more fully details

Piazzoni's

May 16, 1909, as she wrote of the same exhibition:
"One of the most interesting and well fitted
exhibition galleries of the new city, was
thrown open to the public yesterday at Helge
sen' s, the occasion being an exhibit of some
thirty or forty monotypes— the work of Gottardo
Piazzoni. These monotypes are reproductions of
scenes in the vicinity of Monterey and Carmel,
and being exquisite in technique and pleasing
in composition,
they are among the delightful
works of which too few have lately been seen.
On opposite walls hang two typical California
landscape views, one consisting of four panels
placed to make one continuous series, showing
the hillsides, the fields,a landlocked bay and
the vast plains of the state,and the other pic
turing the open sea, splendid beaches and the
innumerable beautiful spots of the seashore and
the inland rivers.
Effective and original?
these landscapes are but sketches,yet they por
tray most vividly the true California spirit,
and seen anywhere in the world,would be recog
nized as typical of the land.

scope,
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"The monotypes and etchings are an interesting
study, the element of uncertainty which enters
largely into their production, making it a de
light where an unusually fine proof appears.
Piazzoni has succeeded in getting wonderfully
soft and clear sky effects, and those monotypes
showing a far stretch of sea, with a lowering
ragged cloud splendor overhead,are fascinating.
Several figures have been introduced into these
simple scenes which are almost devoid of detail,
and these single figures poised, as it were, on
the verge of immensity, have a sublimity all
their own, while the gnarled cypresses of Mon
terey, the glorious Carmel Bay, the sand dunes,
the lovely windswept roads, and three or four
charming French scenes, totally different in
their vivacity, lightness and grace, make an
ensemble which, in the two weeks that the gal
lery will be open, should attract many art
lovers."
Highly pleased with the mural panels that Piazzoni
had executed for the First National Bank, which Willis Polk,
one of

America's

outstanding architects,

Margaret M. Doyle in the

had recommended,

San Francisco Call of September 5,

1909, reported further that:
"At the suggestion of Willis Polk, who believes
in patronizing local talent, the interior deco
ration of the First National Bank, has been
placed in the hands of Piazzoni and Arthur Put
nam.
The mural paintings of the latter have
created favorable comment."
This summer

of 1909

Piazzoni

spent painting and

laboring among familiar scenes of Parkfield,

near Monterey.

Of this Miss Jerome of the Call, August 1, 1909, wrote!
"Among the first to return from his summer wan
derings is Gottardo Piazzoni, who spent several
weeks in Parkfield, near San Miguel, and divid
ed his time between sketching and pitching hay
for exercise.
Parkfield lies in one of the
most beautiful valleys of California, being
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surrounded by low hills rising gradually to
greater heights, which are covered with a thick
growth of pines, while the valley itself pre
sents a magnificent species of oaks, which,
however, grow some distance apart.
Piazzoni
declares the pictorial aspects of this valley
to be reminiscent of the little valleys of
France and Italy. The country is very warm and
rich in coloring,and should be a treasure gar
den to artists,who are constantly on the look
out for paintable spots.
"Piazzoni has brought back some dozen or more
sketches and studies of Pnrkfield and the sur
rounding country, which seem, to promise good',
results when developed.
A sketch of a still
lagoon made just when the last rays of the sun
arc leaving the hilltop, and the lengthening
shadows are falling on the quiet waters and en
vironing trees, shows, even in these first
stages, something of the beauty and soft still
ness of the evening hour; while another sunset,
clear and brilliant, shows the sun, a ball of
red, sinking slowly beyond the hills. A sketch
of an old cabin in the heart of the woods,with
several sturdy oaks standing near-by like sen
tinels,is simple and pleasing,and the pictured
hay fields with their freshly stacked hay
mounds and the blue-shirted farmers loading
the huge wagons with the fragrant,sweet-smell
ing masses, should be worked up into an inter
esting and characteristic scene.
"Piazzoni is full of elation over this suburb
of Monterey, and intends to go down again in
early October, when the leaves are beginning
to change.
On his return he may establish a
school of composition, drawing and. painting
somewhat similar to the one which had as its
quarters the old Studio Building in Presidio
Avenue, now given over to the use of the Ir
ving Institute."
Another

exhibit

during this year

brought praise

from critics of San Francisco's newspapers, for example that
of Miss Doyle of the San Francisco Call of October 10, 1909:
"The Exhibition now going on at the California
Conservatory of Music in Presidio Avenue is
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very well worth a visit.
G-ottardo Piazzoni is
represented by several very effective oil paint
ings, not the least remarkable of which is his
'Sunset,' a country roadside scene in the shades
of gold and yellow.
"His 'Isle de la Jatte,' however, has appealed
even more to the great majority. It is a little
French sketch in tones of gray and green and has
excited a great deal of very favorable comment
for its beautiful setting its daintiness of ex
ecution and a certain uniqueness that makes it
a distinctly separate note to his other works.
A larger canvas by him is entitled 'Summer.' It
is painted with a faint pink glow over lake and
hills and fields, and is receiving very high
praise from art critics."
WORD PICTURES
Miss Doyle of the San Francisco Call wrote again of
Piazzoni on January 16, 1910, and told of his new patrons and
works:
"Gottardo Piazzoni whose painting 'Landscape,'
the ladies of the California Club voted to buy
at their second annual exhibition, is busy at
present on a large oil landscape— a scene at
Parkfield, Monterey County.
It promises to be
a wonderful canvas, with its entire foreground
in the deep shadows of coming night, with the
dark afterglow already under the arching live
oaks and with the distant purple mountains
splashed with a rich golden light from the
last rays of the sinking sun. A sky in subdued
tints completes a picture perfect in its atmos
pheric effects— the play of color, and its
wide range, being particularly noticeable. The
dark green lake with its lighter reflections,
the warm green gray tones of the trees in the
twilight and the softened hazy tints of ground
and grass are well brought out against the dis
tant play of light in sky and hills.
"In contrast to its wealth of coloring and its
warmth is another of Piazzoni's recent oils,
handled with a delicacy that is no less remark
able.
It is a view of Angel Island, sketched
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between showers,
the effect of light and rain
being noticeably well handled.
It is a study
in pale gray. The Island and Bay of pale gray,
the sky just touched with blue, being bright
ened by pale pink clouds, which find delicate
reflection in the water.
A lighter shade of
gray, so light as to be almost silver,is given
to the drifting fog that obscures the end of
the Island, and which is the finishing touch
to the exquisite study.
"Both of these canvases are in the artisfs stu
dio in Montgomery Street, where there are also
a number of fascinating little scenes in oils
and charcoals, done in France, Italy, and in
Mendocino and Marin Counties, nearer home. He
is also busy at present on a number of mural
decorations, and one or two striking panel ef
fects, in quiet, gray-green tones.
"A striking large canvas Is his 'Sleeping City.*
a view of San Francisco before the fire,sketch
ed from Russian Hill. It is worked up in dark
gray and blue tones, with the moon half hidden
in drifting clouds.
Only the street lights
studding the city here and there halfway up the
blue hills, and the one broad glare of orange
red light in a near-by window, break the half
subdued moonlight glow over the city.
The
whole suggests infinite peace— the quiet and
stillness of night, when all the world is at
rest.
"Piazzoni has opened two or three
charcoal and oil landscape work."
Piazzoni

classes in

was intensely active during 1910; he not

only had art classes to teach and commissions for murals,but
he sketched in Marin County and developed many scenes around
3an Francisco Bay. A few of these were exhibited in 1911 and
are graphically detailed by

Katherine Clark Prosser

San Francisco Call, January 22, 1911:
"During the last week Gottardo Piazzoni's ex
hibition of his paintings has proved the art
magnet of attraction.
The Sketch Club has

of the
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furnished a setting for the display, and its
success has been attested by the throngs of
visitors daily gathered before the picture hung
walls. Five large canvases and quite a number
of smaller paintings, among the latter being a
group of Mill Valley scenes; some marine views
and several French studies.
One of the more
ambitious of his canvases is 'The Cloud,' a
stretch of the bay water off Angel Island in
the late afternoon, with the last light of day
slanting a dying ray across its surface.
In
it is brought to perfection that striving for
color harmony, which is the keynote of Plazzoni's art. Among the smaller canvases a group
of moonlight studies is attracting more than
ordinary attention.
"The setting is taken from the Mill Valley
woods.
In the foreground is a broad winding
road, bordered by slim, stately trees. In the
first of the group the early poon is seen
mounting above the tallest tops, shedding a
peculiar radiance over the scene while in the
second picture the later hour of its rising has
dimmed the light. The last of the series shows
the waning moon, and in all three the light
and shade are exquisitely adjusted^
"Piazzoni is the painter of mystery; his pic
tures breathe the unusual.
With subtle touch
and exquisite understanding, he sets forth on
the canvas his creations, but always there is
the elusive something that piques, the will o'
, the wisp that eternally eludes.
"It is a matter of regret that the artist in
his present exhibition did not see fit to dis
play some of his mural work. It has been said
of Piazzoni that while he has given to the
world many beautiful wall pictures, it is in
his decorative work that he excels.
And with
Arthur Mathews he shares among the critics
the honor of being the greatest mural painter
of the west."
At this stage of Piazzoni's career, unusual activ
ity is again noticed.
"blessed event"

More finance is needed,

is about

to happen.

born Mlr6111e Beatrice Piazzoni.

for another

On May 7, 1911,

was
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Of another exhibition; under date of June 18, 1911,
Miss Prosser in the Call wrote:
"Dn the walls of Brogden and Ver Mehr art rooms,
Piazzoni is represented by a group of three tiny
paintings. In them he has embodied color, tech
nique and poetry. One shows a bit of rockbound
coast, another is a study of the Marin hills,of
which the artist is so fond, and still another
glimpses a romantic bit of lake in Golden Gate
Park.
In each there is that exquisite harmony
of color which invariably distinguishes Piaz
zoni' s work, coupled with his poetic conception
of his subject.
He is without a doubt one of
California's big men in the art world and shows
a sympathetic understanding in his interpreta
tions of nature. For the summer he is planning
an outdoor sketch class to meet once a week."
Marin county with its undulate sea of hills, quiet
pastoral valleys, so close across the bay from San Francisco,
beckoned Piazzoni again during the summer of 1911.

Here, as

in Intragna and Monterey— "The hills, rock-ribbed and ancient
as the sun;

the vales

stretching in pensive

quietness be

tween...."supplied that beauty which nourished the formative
period of Piazzoni's youth.

Of these "Hills," Maxwell Arm-

field in his book,"An Artist in America," gives this evidence
of Piazzoni's

philosophy

of restraint

as he depicts Marin

scenery:
"He has made the rolling and golden hills of
Marin County his pictorial home, as the older
artists made the Alps.
One can see his pic
tures at three feet or thirty, and they remain
interesting.
He can say tremendous things in
a language of pale color and the shapes charac
teristic of the beautiful landscape around San
Francisco Bay.
Indeed, it is just because he
perceives the essential nature of these curves
and colors that appear so typical of California,
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and, at the same time, speak in terms of beauty
unlimited by any geographical area. For no art
is anything but a bore if it is merely a record
of any particular place."
Of his summer days of 1911, spent in Marin,the San
Francisco Call

under the caption

"Western Artists Seek Na

ture^ Inspiration," July 23, 1911, reported:
"Gottardo Piazzoni is spending the summer months
in Marin, where he is hard at work, and those
who know his skill are looking forward to a
representative exhibition in the fall.
Piaz
zoni' s compositions are poems in oils and are
as beautiful as Mendelssohn's Songs Without
Words.
There is always a lure and a mystery
about his canvases,— nothing of broad, bare
outline and brutally frank portrayal. His crea
tions are clothed in a delicacy of expression
that shows no lack of strength."
HONORS AND EXHIBITIONS
On October 27, 1912, Piazzoni received the commis
sion to execute the murals for the

Burlingame Country Club.

About this time the Corcoran Art Gallery in Washington, D.C.
invited him to exhibit because of the praise Piazzoni receiv
ed from the Italian critic, Pio Vanza.
gallery,

one of America's

On the walls of the

most famous repositories of art;

Piazzoni's "Song of the Marshland" was hung.
Porter Garnett,
'piazzoni's

April 17, 1913,

writing in the San Francisco Call, tells of

commission for a mural in the

Girls' Club,

Francisco:
"Piazzoni has begun work on a large decoration,
5 x 10 feet, which will be placed when finish
ed in the Girls' Club."

San
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For a brief

description

of this

decoration,

quote Louise E. Taber of The Wasp of January 5, 1918,

we

after

a visit to Piazzoni's studio:
"On his desk was a photograph of a decoration
he had made for the Assembly Hall of the Girls'
Club out on Capp Street. In a California pas
ture, where a flock of sheep are huddled to
gether, sits a woman, symbolizing Motherhood.
In the sky we see her dream, the unity of man
and woman."
ETCHINGS
Feeling

the need

for an

organization

among his

friends of a Society of California Etchers,Piazzonl gave his
time and effort toward it.

Of its inception Ada Hanifin in

The Wasp of December 20, 1924, wrote:
"It was in a spirit of good fellowship that
Gottardo Piazzonl, Ralph Stackpole, M. Lemos
and Robert Harshe,at the latter's home in Mon
terey, organized the California Society of
Etchers.
That was ten years ago; to-day the
same spirit pervades the Society which numbers
among its members many who have achieved dis
tinction both here and abroad."
Robert B. Harshe
devoted a chapter to the

writing in
Society of

"Art in California,"
California Etchers and

mentioned Piazzoni's monotypes:
"A monotype is one print from a sheet of metal
that has been painted on with ink or oil paint.
The monotype of Piazzoni's work is extremely
subtle reminding us of a lithotint by Whistler."
To this

California Society

of Etchers;

The Wasp

commented on August 30, 1924:
"Gottardo
etchings.

Piazzonl has contributed several
They are deadly characteristic,
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hills and sky and the familiar oak. That 'Big
ness' and character and atmosphere, which he
seemingly grasps from the universe,he has art
istically suggested,with that inimitable charm
which is characterictically his."
Piazzoni later became a member of the Chicago Soci
ety of Etchers

and has since exhibited

frequently at their

shows.
A VISIT TO HIS STUDIO
To gain a better understanding of an artist,a vis
it to his studio offers

Insight into his character,

appreciation of his personality

and an

encountered in the environ

ment he chooses to work in. From the quotations and comments
on Piazzoni's work, so far, (almost a compendium of beauty),
something of his environment can be sensed.

Of his studio,

Louise E. Taber in The Wasp of January 5, 1918, wrote:
"Down in
Montgomery Street is one of the most
delightful studios in San Francisco, a room
with walls of rough grayish plaster in which
there is the faintest almost elusive sugges
tion of yellow, pink and green— a room divided
by an arch of charming curve, and having a door
of a peculiar reddish tone which age alone can
create.
The charm of the room lies for the
great part in its severe plainness.
It has
taken on the character of the artist to whom
it belongs— Gottardo Piazzoni, who for years
has held an important place among the Calif
ornia artists.
"Cheerfulness was there, created by the blaze
in the open fireplace and. by the newly finish
ed canvas standing on the easel; a hay field
in Belvedere— the warm tones of which radiated
the heat of July.
It is the work of Piazzoni
at his best and shows his ability to reproduce
in luring qualities that which interests him
most— the study of California.
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"There he showed, me a canvas of mystic beauty,—
hills seen through a gray vapor, a mist that is
almost a drizzle.
And still another scene of
the Mission district in San Francisco under the
light of a harvest moon. Little sketches there
were, too, of the country around Sausalito, all
holding that for which this diligent artist is
working— the spirit of California.
"When I left Piazzoni's workroom, I realized
that mountains can be moved— mountains of diffi
culties which loom in the pathway to success."
In 1915

Piazzoni

was commissioned by

Mr. Andrew

Mattel of Fresno, California, to execute a series of murals.
Several critics of San Francisco wrote of them: Michael Wil
liams of The Wasp of May 22, 1915, reported:
"Four remarkable mural paintings by Gottardo
Piazzoni, executed for Mr. Andrew Mattel,
of
Fresno, were exhibited in Helgesen's Gallery.
"There are two important reasons why these dec
orations call for special attention.
One of
these reasons is the intrinsic beauty of the
panels--which,
indeed, is reason enough;
the
second reason is; in a snese, even more compelling--namely,
the fact that this exhibition
is at once a sign of the happy alliance which
painting is making with architecture in Calif
ornia, and will do much to strengthen and ex
tend it."
Of these same murals Alhrecht Von Montgelas. L.L.D.
of the San Franciscan, of May 26, 1915, writes:
"I went to see them the first day. I have been
back several times; I have taken friends to see
them, but I could not find words to write about
them.
"Did you ever, on a glorious summer day, go out
to the ocean beach, to some quiet spot far away
from the noisy croeds, and sit down near the
waters and look out over the ocean stretched
before you, gigantic, silent, eternal?
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"Was not your innermost self moved by the con
trasting emotions of joy in the presence of
God's most beautiful and grandest creation and
of depression realizing your own insignificance
and littleness? And did you not feel the inad
equacy of the human language to describe the
grandeur of the scene and the depth of your
emotions?
"It was out of fear I would not be able to do
it justice that I would not bring myself to
'write up' Piazzoni's latest work.
For it is
just such a scene as described above which the
master has produced on two of his canvases.
"I say 'produced' on purpose, and 'reproduced.'
There is a difference between producing a scene
with all its atmosphere, its sentiment and its
spirit and reproducing merely a picture of hills,
or oceans, or trees, or flowers, or human fig
ures; it is the difference between an artist and
a picture-maker. Of the latter there are always
and everywhere a great number, which is very
nice for the postal-card and New Year souvenir
industry."
At the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition at

San Francisco, Piazzoni was represented from January to May,
1916, by the painting "Lux Eterna" John E. D. Trask, Direct
or of the Palace of Fine Arts in San Francisco then,

stated

in "Art in California":
"Piazzoni and Lungren arc other names which re
pain in memory after one has passed through the
galleries."

Williams

Of the

exhibition held at

Paul Elder's,

of the

San Francisco Examiner

Michael

of April 14, 1916,

wrote:
"Ivory Tower" in his soul.
Gottardo Piazzoni is a dreamer.
"There is what the French romanticists of the
wonderful 30's used to call 'The Ivory Tower'
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in his soul; a place remote from the stir and
fret of the dusty, work-a-day world,from which
he looks out on the scenes that all eyes ob
serve and sees differently— sees them steeped
in light as he would have all light to be,
suave, and mellow, and golden-misty,softly ir
idescent, with a commingling of many hues —
violet, lilac, purple, blue, silver-gray; ro
mantic and poetical.
"Yet, he is first of all, an artist, in the
technical sense of the word.
In the catalog
of his exhibitions there is an unfortunate
phrase to the effect that Piazzoni's paintings
are 'of worth not so much as pictures,but rath
er as spontaneous Interpretations of the truth
which is Nature's vitality.' An ambiguous sort
of thing to say, at the best, and as far as the
first clause of the sentence,
it's all wrong;
for Piazzoni's paintings are pictures.
There
are too many sentimental, amorphous, dauby
things palmed off on the public these days on
the plea that while they may not be any great'
shakes as pictures,they are so full of feeling,
you know, and so-forth, and so on.
Which is
tommyrot.
"The exhibition is in five groups.
There are
sketches of Lake Tahoe, of Mill Valley, of
Green Brae, of European subjects, and the com
position for mural decorations.
All the
sketches are small Landscape Miniatures, you
might call them--though not at all suggestive
of the sort of miniatures, where all details
are laboriously introduced These are memorial
movements rendered in line and color, of times
when the artist caught a single aspect of Na
ture in an appealing mood, and rendered the
salient impression strongly and serenely. They
are to the art of painting what the short story
is to fiction, or the lyric to poetry."
The Piazzoni painting, "The End of Day," which had
graced the walls of Rome and Paris Salons,

was exhibited at

the summer exhibition at the Palace of Fine Arts,
cisco.

A few months later

carried this information:

The Wasp

San Fran

of December 30, 1916,
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"A Piazzoni canvas sold for a large sum.
The
painting entitled 'The End of Day,' which at
tracted attention in the recent exhibition,
has been purchased by Mr. and Mrs. Ainsley K.
Salz for one thousand dollars, for their pri
vate collection."
Relative to
Christmas;

Piazzoni's

receipt of this check, on

Louise E. Taber, writing in

The Wasp of January

5, 1918; quotes Piazzoni in this happy vein:
"'I had a Christmas present,' he said, as he
threw more wood upon the
crackling fire.
Christmas day I received a telephone message
telling me about the sale of one of my canvases
made long ago.
"I tried to find a way which would politely
veil the real meaning of my question,— how' much
did you get for it? Mr. Piazzoni answered,mod
estly:
'Oh, it was a good present,one thousand
dollars.'
A good present,
indeed!
In these
days when the ravages of war are occupying the
world, we hear that artists are fighting their
own mighty battle to gain a livelihood,
those
who for one reason or another are not engaged
in actual warfare."
The

Wasp of 1918

tells of

Piazzoni's

duties as

teacher of a class in landscape:
"Landscape and composition all day Friday. Mr.
Piazzoni will conduct a course in landscape
painting at beautiful and picturesque points
about the bay to be designated by him each week.
This will give serious study of open air effects.
Informal talks on landscape will be included."
The Peninsula Herald of Monterey, in January 1918,
mentioned Piazzoni's exhibition at the Del Monte Art Gallery,
and Ray Boynton's impressions of Piazzoni:
"The Del Monte Art Gallery will offer as a
special attraction an exhibition of ten paint
ings by the distinguished artist,Gottardo Piaz
zoni.
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"Although the art of Piazzoni has been known
to Monterey Peninsula for many years through
his larger creations exhibited in the Del Monte
Gallery,
this coming exhibition will hold a
peculiar charm, as it is a group of sketches
made during the artist's recent sojourn in the
mountains of Lake County; his subjects chosen
from that beautiful region.
"Each sketch registers a first impression and
the sustained emotion of the artist.
For this
reason, a sketch of any artist is most valuable
and possesses virility and truth and reveals an
intensity that is sometimes lost in a larger
picture."
HIS PHILOSOPHY OF PAINTING
Ray Boynton, art critic and artist, wrote of Piaz
zoni and his art as follows:
"One finds in Gottardo Piazzoni an artist, a
landscape painter, who is also a poet and a
philosopher and sometimes a prophet.
"His conception of landscape is idyllic. He is
a romanticist whose methods are realistic.
"He is fundamentally a dreamer who cannot'move
about the country and paint here and there, but
must stay quietly in one spot and live in the
landscape he paints and absorb it to the point
of saturation.
Back of this is a love of the
country that is born in the blood of people
born in the mountains, and is perhaps the thing
that makes him a landscape painter by choice
and reveals Itself in everything he paints.
There is a sober simplicity in his work that
never resorts to anything spectacular or in
volved, nor aims at striking effects.
By its
very simplicity it achieves real dramatic power.
It is entirely reasonable that he has a respect
that amounts to veneration for the great Italian
primitives. I have heard him say with vehemence
'that to create art one must have faith In some
thing, either in God or faith in art.'"
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"Great Twenty-five Cal

San Francisco News related most interest

ingly:
"He has earned the title 'Dean of San Francisco
painters,' and a high place in the hearts cf the
local colony as its most dearly beloved member.
He had, perhaps more than any other held aloft
the torch of pure art, by refusing ever to fol
low the lure of wealth as a commercial painter.
And he had, more surely than any other, captured
upon canvas the changing moods of California
hilltops and valleys,her oaks and her seashore,
the unspeakable loveliness of her features.
"Once at a banquet of 'Big Wigs' Piazzoni made
a speech on art. It was like Clara Bow's speech
on 'It.' If you have that, that's 'It.' Piazzoni's speech was fourteen words long.
'Art?
he hesitated,
'what can I say?'
'If you have
it in your heart— it's Art.'
"He has it in his heart. At 57 he still looks
like a Swiss-Italian farmer;
short, muscular,
tanned, with a rustic air about him, except for
his eyes.
"Devotion in eyes; through them, direct from
his art-loving heart, shines a deep but gentle
devotion.
He was speaking about Diego Rivera,
the Mexican painter, who some day will be known
as the greatest artist of the New World.
"Piazzoni was saying that without religion
there can be no great art; that Rivera's re
ligion was his passion for the trampled and
wretched peons now trying to push their way to
a status a bit above that of the ox.
"'And what is your religion?' I asked him.
He
hesitated:
'I think it is California,' he re
plied.
'I have been to Europe five times.
Every time I get a little money saved up, I go.
But I never get over there that I don't begin
to long to get back to this beautiful place.'"
"Piazzoni is not a 'radical' in art. A liberal
rather for he has an open mind for every school.
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The chaste authority of the classicists, El
Greco, Giotto or Botticelli is in his work, yet
his mind is receptive to Matisse, Cezanne,
Gauguin and Van Gogh, of moderns.
"The influence of Puvis de Chavannes is said to
be stronger in his canvases than that of the
others.
Yet by the surencss of his touch and
the serene purposefulness of his eye you can
see he knows where he is going--and even if he
has to go alone.
"The architects like him,for he believes in the
'unity of the arts,' and holds that painting
should be on the walls rather than in frames.
"'The three arts should go hand in hand— paint
ing, sculpture and architecture,' he says.
'This is the true equation.
Our buildings are
naked. Their walls should be covered with beau
tiful pictures,
their nakedness dressed with
statuary.
We must take pictures out of frames
and put them where they will be seen by every
body.'
"Like Tolstoy this painter believes that the
nearer art is to the people the greater it is.
Hence he creates for the masses not the classes."
Louise Taber
Piazzonl's

studio,

The Wasp of her visit to

mentioned a newly finished

hay field in Belvedere,
ited at the

writing in

canvas of a

which three months later was exhib

Hill Tolerton Gallery. ^ Reporting this exhibit

for The Wasp of March 30, 1918, Miss Taber related:
"A large canvas by Piazzonl,
'The Haymaker,'
is being exhibited for the first time.
It
shows the brown hills of Belvedere in the month
of July.
The quiet personality which is char
acteristic of the artist himself is also the
keynote of his work.
He is ever earnest, de
pendable, thoughtful, never carried away by the
idea of fads or effects.
"His small paintings are exceedingly attractive,
'Tiburon Hills' and 'Belvedere Landing.'"
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To the diligent

belong the fruits of the harvest.

Of this The Wasp of April 12, 1919, announced:
"The Jury of Awards of the forty-third Annual
Exhibition of the San Francisco Art Association,
now being held in the Palace of Fine Arts, have
made the following decisions:
"The Emanuel Walter fund purchase price has
been awarded to Gottardo Piazzonl for his land
scape entitled 'On The Channel.'"
Piazzoni
1919,
except

held many

successful exhibitions during

'20 and '21 of which space does not permit
to mention

his

steady

output

The work of teaching at the
Fine Arts,
ornia;

to quote,

and regular

sales.

California School

of

the hours spent sketching out of doors in Calif

the tedious transfer to larger canvas,

relaxation now and then.
were packed for Europe.

necessitated

Again his suitcase and sketch-box
In 1922 six months were spent visit

ing the cities of Rome, Padua, Pisa,the ruins of Pompeii and
the familiar haunts of Paris. At Uccle, a suburb of Brussels,
Piazzoni visited his friend,
Joseph Raphael.

a former San Francisco artist,

Many happy days

are spent in the

home of

Raphael, now well known in Europe. Vitality renewed,inspira
tion rekindled, Piazzoni launched into fresh work on his re
turn to San Francisco.
HOME FROM TRAVELS
Ada Hanifin, reporting for The Wasp of November 24,
1925, wrote of Piazzoni's participation in the Civic Auditor
ium Exhibit:
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"Art and Industry, on friendly terms, vleing
with each other under the same roof.
The set
ting for this unique display of competitive
forces, is the Civic Auditorium.
G. Piazzoni
has captured some of the glorious sunlight and
imprisoned it on canvas, which breathes of this
Golden State of ours.
Why did he localize it?
The title does— 'Tiburon.'
An important

exhibition in

San Francisco

history was held in the Don Lee Building.

artist

The spacious Tower

floor was divided into ten galleries,each gallery a "one-man
showing."

The section devoted to Piazzoni drew much favor

able comment.
Of the painting,"The Water Runs Swift" and decora
tions, Laura B. Powers of the Oakland Tribune of December 2,
1923 commented:
"First to salute us is the epic decoration—
'Earth and Water' by Gottardo Piazzoni.
Epic,
not less than Milton's 'Paradise Regained,' is
this— simple, elemental, reaching into the spir
itual like the 'Lord's Prayer' of a little child.
"The room at the left is given over to Mr. Piaz
zoni, dean of the California group of American
painters. How he feels California's round brown
hills, oak-dotted,
the mist veiled islands in
the gray bay— the sea running swiftly by cleft
hills— moods felt by a poet whose art was born
with him. But he ought to work harder; give us
more of his store of wisdom and beauty."
Of this exhibition

Ruth Pielkove of the Bulletin,

December 13, 1923, wrote:
"Piazzoni is lyrical always. His canvases have
in them the pure joyousness of music, the fresh*
melody of Mozart and Gluck. He is the portray
er of landscape moods. The utter simplicity of
his work is one of the finest qualities. There
is no obviousness of appeal, no reliance upon
sensational subject matter.
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"A muted silvery radiance flows through his
work.
Theirs is the beauty of hidden small
voiced things.
Even the summers are pallid,
dimmed.
His 'Angel Island,'
the most intan
gible of misty dreams."
Another important exhibit, that of the Annual show
ing of the Artists of the Bohemian Club„ brought this praise
of Piazzoni's

work by Miss Hanifin

of The Wasp,

March 29,

1924:
"To return to Piazzoni,'Hills' belong to Calif
ornia; no other spot in the world could claim
them. Broad, rolling hills against a light sky
made lighter by white messages of rain. Purpleblue they are, with the inevitable shades of
brown and green and evanescent, multi-colored
tints, all softened by a subtle mist, dreamy,
caressing.
'Summer Sky'— a noble oak, a blue,
blue sky, flecked by straying clouds, and dry
grass— parched, burnt-gold in hue."
Continuing

in a rapturous

vein,

Miss Hanifin in

The Wasp of December 20,1924, gave to the art lovers of Cal
ifornia, this picture of two of her famous sons:
"When one thinks of Art and California, one
thinks of Gottardo Piazzoni. What George Ster
ling has done for California in verse, he has
done for her on canvas.
"He interprets the bigness of Nature with a
breadth that is simple and direct,and envelops
her with a feeling— yet tender qualities of
light and air.
"Many of his canvases are beautiful lyrics
evolved through the medium of the palette. One
senses in them that mystic, subtle beauty that
veils the infinite soul of Nature."
The.communicant of
strength.

Nature

takes Inwardly

of her

Art becomes enamoured with truth,and many artists
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hunger and want rather than debauch their ideals*
Judd Ryan, in the

Beatrice

Overland Monthly of December 1925,

under

the caption "The Highroad of Art" described in the brief ar
ticle below Piazzoni's ideals:
"To those men and women artists in every age,
who have refused to paint according to popular
fancy, the economic problem has presented dif
ficulties.
The general public will not buy
paintings that are striving for the art IDEAL
as readily as they do pictures painted to
please their fancy. The painter who remains on
the highroad and refuses to debauch his art has
to renounce the easy road to popularity and
monetary gain."
A glimpse of

Piazzoni's

strength of

personality

can be seen when, deploring the lack of space devoted to art
by newspapers,

he made the following speech before the Com

monwealth Club of San Francisco.

We quote in full from the

Club's official Journal, "The Commonwealth," of February 15,
1927:
"The Commonwealth Club bare- done a great thing
in forming this Section on Art, Letters and
Music.
I anticipate that there will be fine
results, providing that the Section does not
try, as we often do in this country, to 'pro
mote' or 'force' art.
We are apt to attempt
too many things by forcing them, by running
them on a big scale— big galleries, big music,
big everything!
Art does not need that sort
of encouragement.
It seems to me that the
right sort of encouragement for art is appre
ciation.
"....I often wish that we had in San Francisco
a news department devoted to local artistic
efforts in painting, sculpture, etc., such as
we already have for music. This field is very
much neglected.
We painters, for instance,
have been working here many, many years— as far
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back as I can remember— but the public doesn't
know it.
I think the Commonwealth Club could
call the attention of the newspapers to our
art's exhibition, and so let the people know
what our own artists are accomplishing.
The
general public doesn't realize what we have
exhibited right here in California— in San
Francisco; at the Beaux Arts Gallery at 116
Maiden Lane, for instance.
"The people can go to see such exhibitions free.
They don't have to pay for them, and if the
newspapers devoted soace to such offerings the
citizens would attend. Do you not feel that the
public is entitled to know about these things
through the press?"
(Applause)
Further evidence of
tions was shown in

Piazzoni's

his remarks on the

forceful

convic

organization of The

Club Beaux Arts:
"Things of real significance seem to happen at
opportune moments. Three years ago when art in
San Francisco had reached its lowest level, a
progressive, energetic spirit, endowed with vi
sion, Mrs. Beatrice Judd Ryan, conceived the
idea of organizing a co-operative gallery for
the artists and the public.
To-day, the Club
Beaux Arts, with its founder and director, mem
bers and patrons, guided, by the artists, is a
living thing.
It stands for art purely and
simply; it embraces and seeks the best talent.
This organization in no way conflicts with
other art activities or associations that are
worthy of that name. It is, on the other hand,
the antithesis of art merchants, picture makers
and false embellishers.
"Its mission is to encourage and foster art.
It is gaining the confidence and support of the
public, the cautious and skeptical.
The Beaux
Arts Gallery is doing a big part in giving San
Franciscans an appreciation of beauty."
Many newspapers and periodicals in 1925 paid glow
ing tributes to Piazzoni.

Space permits excerpts from only
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Harry Noyes Pratt,

in The American

Magazine of Art, April 1925, under the caption, "Three Calif
ornia Painters":
"In the 'second generation' of California paint
ers there are to-day three outstanding figures:
Gottardo Piazzoni, Maynard Dixon,and Armin Han
sen. Among their contemporaries they are note
worthy because each is intensely individualistic
but little influenced by the work or opinions of
others.
Each is working purposefully toward a
definite goal; and each has, to a considerable
extent, attained his objective. In a community
where, more than any other place in the country
to-day,
the ultra-radical tendency still lin
gers, these three are noteworthy because they
have steadfastly held to a sane expression of
art, and this in spite of an understanding sym
pathy with those who have sought freedom of ex
pression in breaking away from old traditions
and formula.
"Piazzoni is the expression of blue skies and
soft winds. He is more of the dreamer, more of
the poet.
His interest lies, with no lack of
sympathy, less with man than with Nature.
Na
ture to him is a living thing.
"To Piazzoni the great bare hills about the bay,
the hills which tower in smoothly flowing lines,
are sentient. He feels in them a stirring life,
and it is this he paints. * He finds Nature
ascendant.
Even in those infrequent canvases,
his 'Haymakers' for instance, where he intro
duces the figure,
it is the great hill which
dominates. The brown slopes, with their subtle
nuances of color, of sun and shadow, are in
themselves the picture; the men, the horses,
but accessories.
"The power of his canvases is not always grasp
ed at first inspection. That which seems utter
simplicity becomes with study an Interesting
complexity.
The canvases grow upon the vision
with peculiar subtlety. They have a charm that
partakes more of the spiritual than the mater
ial— more than the work of any other painter of
Northern California,I think Piazzoni's pictures
are an expression of real spiritual beauty."
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From the second by

Grace Hubbard,

December 19, 1925; under the caption,

in The Wasp of

"The Torch Bearers of

San Francisco," we quote:
"Gottardo Piazzoni paints Nature not cities.
There are rare instances where we find human
beings or animals in his pictures,but they are
just suggestions, just accessories, to a great
scheme. On first inspection his pictures often
appear simple,but on longer acquaintance their
complexity becomes apparent.
He may fill an
entire canvas with a wooded slope of a great
hill which makes a long sweeping curve against
the sky.
We find on studying such a canvas
that immense perspective has been gained by
delicate nuances of shading. But there is very
little detail.
"What is it that is so absorbing? Not that we
are looking at a little picture Of a big hill.
We feel confronted rather with the terrific
force contained in the many tons of earth, the
strange pact
things growing— and these over
powering elemental things are suggested with
such delicate tender coloring, such beautiful
flowing lines."
The year of 1927, brought many honors to Piazzoni.
The Wasp of April 9,1927, reporting the awards of the Fortyninth

Annual Exhibit

of the

San Francisco Art Association

mentions:
"Piazzoni awarded a first for a head cut direct
in stone Piazzoni made a bust of his daughter;
Mirellle, also an exhibitor in the show."
The Argus of April 15,1927, reporting on the above
exhibit, gave this interesting article:
"Piazzoni, who has been awarded the Second,
Anne Bremer prize of §100, has given to the ex
hibit one of the most perfect paintings. It is
a 'Decoration for Over the Mantel' and shows a
California Landscape as Piazzoni sees it.
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"Through his eyes it is as great, as restful,
as simple, as harmonious as it would be if it
had been painted by Puvis de Chavannes.
It is
such a suavity of taste that one is taken into
its atmosphere and feels a little better,
a
little happier for having enjoyed it.
It is
the best I have seen of the kindly veteran of
the San Francisco artists."
At the

Second

fornia held at San Diego
painting— "The Soil."

Annual
in 1927,

1928,

Southern Cali
exhibited

his

brought more favorable

At the Beaux Arts Club exhibit

Jehanne Bletry Salinger

epitomized the

Piazzoni

This picture

comment than space permits.
in 1928,

Exhibit of

in the "Argus" of January

Piazzoni characteristics of landscape

as follows:
"Four small landscapes by Gottardo Piazzoni
bring to the show qualities of serene, smiling
contemplations of Nature."
At the
The Argus

of February, 1928,

zoni' s "Solitude."
1929,

Annual Exhibit of the

Oakland Art League,

reports the exhibit of

Piaz

The San Francisco Chronicle of September

brought to light a painting exhibited at The Gallerle

Beaux Arts:
"Ten year old canvas by Piazzoni shown.
"The largest painting in the main gallery is
'The Lone Church' by Gottardo Piazzoni. Piazzoni's canvas was painted more than ten years
ago and is probably resurrected here to promote
faith in the ability which led public spirited
citizens to give him the commission for the
mural paintings in the public library.
What
ever the reason for bringing this product of
1915 into the midst of paintings of 1929, the
effect is quite pleasing for the golden tones
of this large canvas strike a note of warm re
pose in the midst of such nervousness."
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At a later exhibit
Bahari Lai,

at the above

Gallery,

in the San Francisco Examiner of

1929, threw further light upon

Gobind

September 22,

"The Lone Church" and others

of Piazzoni's pictures:
"Artist Piazzoni has labeled his painting 'The
Lone Church.'
But it is a misleading title.
The magic of his bil lies in its unity, and not
in its motif of the central object that is rep
resented. The entire picture is like a living
being and the little church is no more than its
face, so to say.
What really matters is the
loveliness of its complete body.
COLOR COHERENCE
"From the clouds above to the water below the
gently sloping hills,there is an extraordinary
coherence of color and design. In its totality
the painting reveals lambent flames, that play
beneath the artist's reserve. Piazzoni is, at
best, a consummate painter,and in this picture
he has proved his vigor and maturity. However
a painting of such delicacy could be lost,
if
the gallery where it is being shown, were not
so well proportioned and well lighted.
"Two lovely paintings, one a summer landscape
'3eyond the Pines' and the other more austere
in illustration but warmer in color— 'The Hill
side.' The latter seems the more admirable of
the two. The blue of the sky is mated ecstat
ically to the rich yellow-red of the hillside
and in the focus there is a pine tree,throwing
a purplish shadow."
SAN FRANCISCO LIBRARY MURALS
In the early

part of 1929,

during a visit to the

home of Mr. and Mrs. Ainsley K.Salz, they suggested to Piaz
zoni

that they collaborate

with him for the

murals for the San Francisco Library.

projection of
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Having long

desired

place the California scenery

to installin some
so dear to him,

permanent

Piazzoni

ac

quiesced.
Mrs. Salz

undertook the work of obtaining the co

operation of the Library's Board of Trustees and the task of
securing subscriptions.
Concerning

the Library's

Board of Directors

prominent artists and citizens approached by

the

Mrs. Salz, the

articles that follow give more details.
Max Stern writing in the

San Francisco News under

the caption "Great Twenty-five Californians" imparted to us:
"Piazzoni is eager to create a truly California
tradition, not only of cowboys and padres, but
of all that is uniquely Californian.
"His fellow artists of California love and be
lieve in him.
Recently they paid him an unu
sual compliment.
The Board of Trustees of the
local library had voted to decorate its walls
with ten great murals, the money for which has
been raised by public spirited citizens. Twelve
artists signed a letter asking that Piazzoni
be given the $25,000 contract for the work.
They were Maynard Dixon, Spencer Macky,Lee Ran
dolph, Tim Wulff, Edgar Walter, Otis Oldfield,
Ray Boynton, Ralph Stackpole, Rinaldo. Cuneo,
Stafford Duncan,Gertrude Albright and J.B.Tufts.
He got the contract. Great opportunity— 'This,'
they said, 'is a great opportunity to show what
this distinguished artist can leave on record
while he is still in his prime.'
"'Piazz,' as he is affectionately called,
is
not only one of them, but art patrons such as
Albert Bender, Ainsley Salz, Senator Phelan,
Fred Koster, A.B.C. Dohrmann and others, are
Piazzoni's enthusiasts."
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Grace Hubbard
July 11, 1931,

writing in

of the murals,

The Wasp News Letter of

gave this evaluation

of the

work and further information of its sponsors:
"The paintings now ready reveal a scene and
delicate conception of the California coast
line, lofty in mood and exquisite in economy
of detail. The colors are rich and restrained,
blending admirably with the stateliness of the
hall they decorate.
"The painting of the opposite wall will be
graced with fine 'Land' paintings by the same
artist.
"Piazzoni is regarded as a particularly happy
choice for the honor of painting the murals.
He is not identified with any of the prevailing
'schools' of painting.
The quality of his
lofty Imaginations lends a sense of permanence
and inevitability to his work.
"George W. Kelham,architect,played a consider
able part in making it possible for these mu
rals to be painted and the Board of Trustees
of the Public Library, of which two years ago,
the Honorable James Rolph, then mayor, was also
a member, were active in the cause.
Many of
San Francisco's most prominent men and women
contributed to the funds."
The

Art Digest

of September 1, 1931,

gave

this

beautiful resume of the partially completed work:
"Five murals by Gottardo Piazzoni,interpreting
'The Sea' as it leaves California, have been
placed in the San Francisco Library. The art
ist is now at work on the five paintings inter
preting 'The Land.'
When they are installed
next summer it will make possible the dedica
tion of the set of ten,which wore commissioned
by an association formed for the purpose."
After viewing the murals, E. Spencer Macky, execu
tive director of the San Francisco Art Association, and dean
of the California School of Fine Arts, wrote:
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"In these murals, Piazroni emerges calm and
powerful, and I believe utterly triumphant, and
I feel that the public will draw a deep breath
of pleasure and satisfaction when they see this
great, calm Interpretation of the Pacific Coast
of California.
It only makes me look forward
with greater anticipation to the completion of
the other idea, when he will give us his inter
pretation of 'The Land.'
"I believe that this art, emerging from the
very heart of San Francisco itself, entirely
free and independent of the rest of the world,
is a. tangible demonstration of the real art of
California which we are expecting and which is
here realized."
The Library Murals remain incomplete. The contract
specified murals for the end panels and two lunettes. Layman,
as well as artists,
the unfinished

work.

frequently Inquire as to the mystery of
.Junius Cravens, art editor of theSanr

Francisco News, published in his column of February 5, 1936,
the following letter:
"We have received a letter from Jack Moxen, a
San Francisco artist, which we present,
some
what edited but without comment, as follows:
"About the Piazzoni murals in the Public Li
brary: Our esthetic tastes are so vitiated by
the gin and soda sensationalism of Rivera—
Dali— Picasso and Co., that it is a surprise to
taste the purity of Piazzoni's art when we ex
pect our gullets to be seared by fiery concoc
tions.
Before his murals were installed the
Library had a nasty dark corridor, with tons of
cheap ornamentation. Piazzoni has made of it a
great porch between our eternal hills and the
ageless sea.
File Faure, during his visit in
the city, said:
'They are pure, simple and
magnificent.'"
"'But the series is incomplete as it stands,
without end panels which would link the present
ones together.
Why Piazzoni has not been com
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missioned to finish the project,I do not know.
As an art critic, can't you do something about
it?'"
The exhibition at the Adams-Danysh gallery of Piazzoni's paintings in 1934 brought this comment from the Chron
icle of April 1, 1934:
"Musicians have a way of saying that the au
thority of a composer can be judged in what he
leaves out of the scene.
"Similarly, the character of the artistic vi
sion of Gottardo Piazzonl is reflected in what
he is willing to omit from a canvas.
"He is showing a group of his paintings at the
Adams-Danysh gallery. Several are large. The
greater number are quick and lyric sketches of
the outdoors.
"Impressionism is the usual word to describe
Plazzoni's painting. His Impressionism has its
own character. His large scenes of hillside or
sea have a delicate ample design.
"He may offer a single tree or lonely houses
and figures as the principal feature in a broad
landscape. He leaves space open to the sun,to
glow in bright light or perhaps to broaden an
atmosphere gently misted by poetic musing.
"To Piazzoni, manifestly, Nature is repose.
His invitation to the spectators to share his
quiet feeling is modest and profoundly persua
sive."
One of these paintings 'Summer' owned by Dr. Eloesser of San Francisco, inspired William Saroyan, the AmericanCalifornian
reaction:

author

to write to

Piazzoni,

this modernistic
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A MOMENT OF QUIET TREE: CALIFORNIA
"Clarity, which is the beginning and end of art,
above all things, clear senses, an eye clean
with living; by the hill, brown with summer, by
the tree, alive with itself, quiet,secret, miraculous, a tree, a hill, the earth, the whole
universe, time, a moment of seeing, and there
fore of being, wholly, new alive, the tree and
he who looks upon the tree, a subtle moment of
summer, a timeless moment of being.
A tree
eternal, of the leaf of summer, the eternal
summer, of the reflection of the eternal sun,
timeless gratitude, by the grace of God, by the
humility of man. A moment of quiet tree, prayer
fully of this earth, our life, quietly of our
eternity, deathless, a moment only, but somehow
everlasting."
After seeing Piazzoni's pictures at the Adams-Danysh
gallery, Magnus A. Arneson

a San Francisco artist,

wrote the

following letter to Piazzoni:
"I fell that I owe to you this little note of
appreciation:
"I have always enjoyed your work so immensely.
There is no greater painter in California.
I
do not know your disposition, but judging from
your paintings, it must be wonderful, quiet,
peaceful, forbearing and yet firm and decisive.
I may be mistaken.
Some say: the greater the
discords in the artist's life, the more perfect
the harmony of his art.
And we do not always
express things as they are, but as we wish them
to be.
However, this is the impression I got
from watching your work.
It is not only, rest**'*
ful to the eye but it brings peace and quietude
to the mind.
Who could paint the foothills of
California with more love than you do? To love
is to understand.
To understand perfectly is
to be able to convey your motives, emotions,
impressions, ideas, ideals and thoughts to oth
ers.
Truth is so simple, so easily said.
"And your last work at the present

exhibition:
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"It has no loud shrieking colors, no angular,
Ugly forms nor meaningless lines, but every
inch is done with care, with thought and pur
pose, so the impression is most like that of a
Beethoven sonata.
"I do not hesitate to crown you the Master of
Painters of the present generation of Califor
nia."
SPIRITUAL QUALITIES IN HIS WORK
Eugene Neuhaus
and Ideals of

in his splendid work

American Art"

"The History

pays this tribute to

Piazzoni:

"He has achieved a high position in the West
through his decorative tonal canvas of central
California.
His work has spiritual depth."
Piazzoni's
as reported

by

exhibit at the Oakland Annual of 1936;

Junius Cravens

of the

San Francisco News:

"At the opposite pole of subject, as well as
conception,is 'The Fog Bank' by Gottardo Piaz
zoni of San Francisco; in composition that ad
mirable canvas has the simplicity of the most
simple Japanese prints. A bit of coarse saltgrass in the foreground, a suggestion of back
wash from the surf spreading lazily over the
beach below, and all that lies beyond lost in
the mystery of opalescent fog. 'The Fog Bank'
proves Piazzoni to be a poet among painters."
Piazzoni's last commission to date, is reported by
the San Francisco News, August 22, 1936:
"Artist Piazzoni will start work at once on a
large* oil canvas mural for the San Francisco
Morgue. His design unaminously approved by the
San Francisco Art Commission,has been approved
by the Federal Art Projects' Advisory Committee
and accepted by Coroner Thomas B.W. Leland. It
is.a landscape in subdued colors depicting a
trail winding through trees into the distance."
As a student of Raymond. D.Yelland, Piazzoni gained
an appreciable knowledge of the technique and inspiration of
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California's landscape painters.

In an article he contrib

uted to "The Argus" September 1928,
Artists,"

he conveys

entitled "Three Pioneer

admirably his understanding

of these

pioneers:
"Keith found himself among the oaks, and there,
at the sound of singing air, sang his prayer in
sunlight and shadow, springtime and storm and
the coming of the moon. Thomas Hill found that
beauty in the light that played on the stone
walls and falling waters of the Yosemite Valley,
and. Yelland remained in the lowlands, in the
fields, on the lake shores, along the coast.
Hill became the painter of those translucent
light effects, and he clothed in classic splen
dor the glory of the daylight.
Yelland, whose
nature was gentle, became the interpreter of
the scenes so dear to him, the melancholy
marshes. A scholar, he became in turn a teacher.
Keith was more the dreamer, the idealist.
"These three pioneers of the 80's and 90's had
no quarrel with the rising moon nor scorned at
the setting sun; rather they received inspir
ation.
They were patient and they had faith;
their liven they gave to Art, to that beauty
they so longed to realize and to transmit to
others.
This, in a measure they did; but in
reality they did not found a school, and none
of the three loft any followers. What they did
leave was an inspiration, handing down that
light which so brightly burned in their soul
for others to carry on."
CONCLUSION
Today Plazzoni is the wise grandfather of San Fran
cisco artists; closely in touch with the cults and ambitions
of youthful artists; patient and humorous with all vagaries.
His own work

carries on with its timeless values,

the span from the 1880's to the 1930's,
tion of his own studious perceptions.

bridging

with a firm founda
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In the narration of
the evaluators

Piazzoni's

interesting life,

of his work have played upon the

adjectives

of beauty and truth, a symphony of heavenly music.

Search

ing for a conclusion, the Lux Eterna seems fitting.

In this

painting Piazzoni has epitomized the desire of his life; that
of flooding the

white-robed figure of truth and beauty,

the effulgence of eternal light.

in
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GOTTARDO F. P. PIAZZONI
REPRESENTATIVEWORKS

Afternoon, Catalina Islands
Angel Island
Afternoon in May, An; Ben Lomond, California
At the Bridge de L'Archeveche, Paris
Autumn, Carmel, Monterey County
Avenue de la Grande Armee
Avenue des Champs Elysees
Bit of La Jolla's Bay, A
California Rainy Season
Dry Bed, The, Tassajara Springs
Eucalyptus and Hills, Laguna
Evening at Gentilly, France
Fog Bank, The
Foothills at Tamalpais
Italian Pines, Rome, Italy
Lone Church, The
Luxembourg Fountain, Paris
Mireille (Stone)
Old Hay, Moret, France
On the River Loing, France
Pastoral, Villa Borghese, Rome
Seine at Neuilly, The; France
Sentinal, The
Tamalpais
Tiburon
View of Montmartre from Neuilly
MURALS:
San Francisco Public Library
Girls' Club, San Francisco
Residence of Ainsley K. Salz, San Francisco
Burlingame Country Club
Residence of Andrew Mattei, Fresno
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DECORATIVE PANELS:
Theatre: State Hospital, Agnews
Merner, Garfield D., Hillsborough
Porter, Dr. William S., Oakland
PERMANENT COLLECTIONS:
Bender, A., San Francisco Museum of Art
Decoration for Over the Mantel (California
landscape)
Walter, E., San Francisco Museum of Art
On the Channel
The Lone Church
Salz, Ainsley K., San Francisco
Winter in California
End of Life, The
End of Day, The
Song of the Marshland
Sloss, Mrs. Leon, San Francisco
Sleeping City
Bender, Albert, Mills College Art Gallery
The Haymaker
Municipal Collection, Phoenix, Arizona
Angel Island
EXHIBITIONS:
St. Louis,
End of
End of
Winter

1904
Day, The
Life, The
in California

Rome, Italy, 1906
International Exposition of Fine Arts
End of Day, The
Sleeping City
Song of the Marshland
Winter in California
Paris, France, 1907
Salon de la Societe National des Beaux Arts
End of Day, The
Sleeping City
Song of the Marshland
Winter in California
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Washington, D. C.
Corcoran Art Gallery
<
Song of the Marshland
New York
Chicago
Chicago Society of Etchers
San Francisco, 1915
Panama-Pacific International Exposition
End of Day, The
Lux Eterna
San Diego, 1915
Second Annual Exhibition, Southern California
Soil, The
San Francisco Art Association;
Bohemian Club;

Yearly

occasionally

Oakland Annual
AWARDS:
Gold Medal for drawing, California School
of Design, 1893
Emanuel Walter Fund Purchase Prize, 1919
On the Channel
Arizona State Fair Art Exhibition, 1924
Purchase Prize, Angel Island
San Francisco Art Association, 1927
Sculpture Bust of Daughter, Mireille
Anne Bremer Cash Prize, 1927
CLUBS:
San Francisco Art Association
San Francisco Society of Mural Artists
California Society of Etchers
Advisory Board of San Francisco Museum of Art
Bohemian Club (Honorary Member)
Chicago Society of Etchers
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GOTTARDO F. P. PIAZZONI
BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Argonaut, December 19, 1904; April 11, 1908
The Argus, April 15, 1927; January 1928; Feb
ruary 1928; September 1928 (editorial page)
San Francisco Call, April 9, 1905; August 27, 1905;
September 3, 1905; September 17, 1905; January
14, 1907; March 4, 1907; April 29, 1907; April
28, 1908; June 14, 1908; August 2, 1908; Feb
ruary 14, 1909; April 25, 1909; May 16, 1909;
August 1, 1909; September 5, 1909; October 10,
1909; January 16, 1910; June 18, 1911; June 22,
1911; July 23, 1911; April 17, 1913.
San Francisco Bulletin, December 13, 1923
.San Francisco Chronicle, April 1, 1934
San Francisco Examiner, April 14, 1916; Sept
ember 26, 1929
San Francisco News, February 5, 1936; August 22,
1936
The San Franciscan, May 26, 1915
The Wasp, May 22, 1915; December 30, 1916; Jan
uary 5, 1918; March 30, 1918; April 12, 1919;
May 3, 1924; August 30, 1924; December 19, 1925;
April 9, 1927.
Wasp-News Letter, July 11, 1931
Commonwealth Club Journal, February 15, 1927
Overland Monthly Magazine, July-December 1909;
December 1925; August 1926, p. 266; Decem
ber 1926, p. 396.
Magnus A. Arneson, Artist.

Letter to Piazzcni

Oakland Tribune, December 2, 1923; March 31, 1934
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Peninsula Herald, Monterey, January 1918
Sanciopanza, Rome, Italy, March 7, 1906
William Saroyan, "Trees" —
picture

A poem to a Piazzoni

American Magazine of Art, April 1925
Art in California, published by R. L. Bernier, 1916,
pp. 89, 120, 174
Art Digest, September 1931
Art Index, 1932-1935
An Artist in America, Maxwell Armfield, Chapter on
"Hints of Spain and Italy"; also chapter on
"The Interpretation of Landscape."
History and Ideals of American Art (Neuhaus)
Mallett's Index of Artists
Who's Who in America, 1935
Who's Who in American Art, 1936-37; Vol. 1, p. 332
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GOTTARDO FIDELE PONZIANO PIAZZONI
ARGONAUT
ULS

ARGUS
Arntzen and Rainwater Q98; ULS
CALL-BULLETIN
Gregory (California, San Francisco)
San Francisco BULLETIN
Gregory
San Francisco CHRONICLE
Gregory
San Francisco EXAMINER
Gregory
NEWS

Gregory (California, San Francisco)
[SAN FRANCISCAN, 1915]
NEWSLETTER AND WASP
ULS
NEWSLETTER AND WASP
ULS
COMMONWEALTH (Commonwealth Club of California)
ULS
OVERLAND MONTHLY AND OUT WEST MAGAZINE
ULS

[Magnus A. Arneson, letter to Gottardo F. P. Piazzoni]
Oakland TRIBUNE
Gregory
Monterey PENINSULA HERALD
Gregory

[SANCIOPANZA, Rome]
["Trees," a poem by William Saroyan (1908-1981)]
AMERICAN MAGAZINE OF ART See MAGAZINE OF ART
Arntzen and Rainwater Q229; Karpel S166; ULS
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IDENTIFICATION OF ORIGINAL SOURCES

GOTTARDO FIDELE PONZIANO PIAZZONI
ART IN CALIFORNIA: A SURVEY OF AMERICAN ART WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO CALIFORNIAN PAINTING, SCULPTURE, AND ARCHITECTURE, PAST AND PRESENT
PARTICULARLY AS THOSE ARTS WERE REPRESENTED AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION ... San Francisco: R. L. Bernier, 1916.
Rocq 16656
ART DIGEST See ARTS MAGAZINE
Arntzen and Rainwater Q98; ULS
ART INDEX
Arntzen and Rainwater A3
Armfield, Maxwell.

AN ARTIST IN AMERICA.

London: Methuen, 1925.

Neuhaus, Eugen. THE HISTORY & IDEALS OF AMERICAN ART. Stanford
University, California: Stanford University Press; London: Humphrey
Milford, Oxford University Press, 1931.
Karpel H36a
Mallett, Daniel Trowbridge. MALLETT'S INDEX OF ARTISTS: INTERNATIONAL
BIOGRAPHICAL, INCLUDING PAINTERS, SCULPTORS, ILLUSTRATORS, ENGRAVERS
AND ETCHERS OF THE PAST AND THE PRESENT.
Arntzen and Rainwater E44
WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA
Sheehy AJ57
WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN ART
Arntzen and Rainwater E179
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GOTTARDO FIDELE PONZIANO PIAZZONI
b.
d.

April 14, 1872
August 1, 1945

Intragna, Ticino, Switzerland
Monterey County, California

OBITUARIES
NEW YORK TIMES

August 2, 1945, p. 19
SAN FRANCISCO ART ASSOCIATION BULLETIN
July-August, 1945, photo.
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
August 3, 1945, p. 11
MONOGRAPHIC SOURCE
CALIFORNIA DESIGN 1910
111.: SILENCE
NEWSPAPER AND PERIODICAL SOURCES

ART DIGEST
Vol. 3 (July, 1929), p. 5, ill.: [Sketch for SF Public Library mural]
ART IN AMERICA
Vol. 65, no. 3 (May-June, 1977), p. 64, ill.: BRUSHY HILLSIDE, 1904
CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY QUARTERLY
Vol. 38, no. 1 (March, 1959), pp. 7-9, "A Note on Gottardo
Piazzoni, 1872-1945," by Theodore W. Lilienthal, checklist of
fourteen paintings exhibited April 14-May 20, photo., ill.:
[Design for a mural]
GAME AND GOSSIP
Vol. 1, no. 10 (April, 1927), p. 17, "Gottardo Piazzoni, California's
Poet-Painter," by Josephine M. Blanch, bio. info., ill.: MOTHERHOOD
MONTEREY PENINSULA HERALD

October 29, 1960, p. A14, ill.: CLOUD AT EVENING
OVERLAND MONTHLY
Vol. 54, no. 5 (November, 1909), pp. 460-464, "A Western Painter:
The Art of Gottardo Piazzoni," by Josephine Mildred Blanch, ills.
Vol. 63, no. 2 (February, 1914), p. 119, ill.: THE END OF LIFE

(continued)
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GOTTARDO FIDELE PONZIANO PIAZZONI
NEWSPAPER AND PERIODICAL SOURCES

(continued)

SAN FRANCISCO ART ASSOCIATION BULLETIN
Vol. 1, no. 10 (February, 1935), p. 1, ill.: TIBURON
Vol. 4, no. 5 (December, 1937), pp. 1-3+, "California's Piazzoni,"
by Mildred Rosenthal
Vol. 12, no. 12 (December, 1946), Rinaldo Cuneo and GFPP memorial exhs.
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
February 7, 1909, p. 30, monotypes on exh. in studio, ills.: CYPRESS
SCENE, NEAR MONTEREY (2)
March 22, 1914, p. 19, to exh. at Paul Elder gallery
April 19, 1914, p. 9, Paul Elder gallery exh.
May 16, 1915, p. 19, mural decorations to be exh. Helgesen's
November 9, 1919, p. E5, Salinas High School arranges art exh.
at Del Monte Art Gallery, work of GFPP to be included
March 14, 1920, p. E3, SONG OF THE MARSHLAND sold to Ansley Salz
July 30, 1922, p. D6, ideas on art
March 15, 1925, p. D3, Lake County ptgs. exh. Del Monte AG
March 27, 1927, p. D7, installs lunette oil ptgs. in Oakland home
of William S. Porter
February 26, 1928, RP, p. 3, Club Beaux Arts exh., ill.: GREENBRAE
April 7, 1929, p. D5, to paint SF Public Library murals
April 21, 1929, p. D5, James D. Phelan named chairman of SF Public
Library Mural Fund
September 22, 1929, p. D5, THE LONE CHURCH exh. Galerie Beaux Arts
September 29, 1929, p. D5, begins work on SF Public Library murals
May 12, 1932, p. 7, Cap & Bells Club visits GFFP's studio
November 19, 1933, p. S4, honored at Mills College AG reception
September 22, 1935, p. D3, bio. info., art of, ill.: GREENBRAE
January 16, 1938, TW, p. 32, bio. info., SF Public Library murals
May 10, 1959, TW, p. 14, CHS exh. rev.
August 21, 1975, p. 48, SF Public Library murals
SUNSET
Vol. 16, no. 1 (November, 1905), p. 64, SFAA exh., ill.: THE END
OF DAY
Vol. 21, no. 8 (December, 1908), pp. 737-744, "Notable Western
Etchers," by Sheldon Cheney, art of, ill.: AVENUE DES CHAMPS
ELYSEES, PARIS
(continued)
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GOTTARDO FIDELE PONZIANO PIAZZONI
BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORIES
Benezit
Dawdy 1
Fielding
Mallett
WWAA 1940-1941
WWC 1942-1943
INDEXES
Moure, Nancy Dustin Wall, and Moure, Phyllis. ARTISTS' CLUBS AND
EXHIBITIONS IN LOS ANGELES BEFORE 1930. Los Angeles: Privately
printed, 1975.
Park
ARCHIVAL SOURCES
Archives of American Art
Bancroft Library
CSL (1907: San Francisco)
Oakland Museum
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ANNE BREMER

i

Anne Bremer, the San Francisco
the way to modern methods
genteel methods
young ladies.

woman painter, led

of painting in a period

when the

of the Mauve Decade were still in vogue for
She received the brunt of early criticism for

her denarture from traditional methods, and lived to be rec
ognized for her strong influence
She is

an outstanding figure,

on the art

of her period.

both by the advanced quality

of her art and the force of her personality,

in the history

of women artists of California.
Always in advance of the traditional painting meth
ods of her day,

she was

a painter

who continually studied

the soundest means of expressing her creative ideas.
original,

she scorned any form

guilty of trite subject matter
ulty

of using

pseudo-classic
ing it

the best

of imitation
or design.

from each

and never was

She had the fac

art movement,

to the extreme "isms" of the day

with her own vision of beauty.

Always

from the
and endow

She was most versa

tile, and though best known for her still-life arrangements,
was an

Informal figure

her landscapes

with strong

the peculiar light
to both dull
tus trees

portrait painter,
essential

forms.

and endowed
She captured

of varied California weather,

and bright effects.

or the gnarled pine-trees

a sand-dune or a garden
manner.

and

sensitive

Tall gray-green eucalyp
of the Monterey coast,

she recorded in her own distinctive
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The daughter of a German-Jewish family, her parents,
Joseph and Minna Loewinsohn Bremer emigrated to the new world
and settled in California,

Anne being born

on May 21, 1872.

one brother; Herman, and

She had

in San Francisco
received

the best possible education in private schools of the period.

Early interested
cally at the age

in art,

of eight,

and drawing enthusiasti

her talent

was soon recognized,

and she was given opportunitytostudy at the best art schools.
A year in Europe when twelve years old
to art galleries,

led to

Mark Hopkins Institute
Carlsen,

noted

of Art.

Pursuing her

in 1901 and,

l'Academie Moderne,
with Andre l'Hote,

ods

Arthur F. Mathews,

studies further,

she left for Europe

she showed such talent, that she

as a pupil

and later

at the Academy,

studied

where she was

of cubism and futurism.

and

at the San Francisco Art Students'

when in Paris,

was immediately received

begun at the

She later studied with Emil

still-life painter,

teacher and mural painter
League.

serious art studies,

with visits

with

exposed

and at

La Palette and

to the

influence

She never adopted the extreme meth

of their devotees, but rather adapted

their sureness of

clean color and clear light to her own use, doing good paint
ing in solid mass

and organization.

urally from fine easel painting
Among her

noted murals

Her art developed nat

to large mural compositions.

are those

at Mount Zion Hospital in

San Francisco and at the Y. W. C. A. at San Jose, California.
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Anne Bremer was noted

for the strength of her painting, and

is called by critics "the woman painter with a man's touch."
In freedom
habits were

from sentimentality

direct

and

sturdy.

her work and work

She escaped

traditional

"prettiness" by seeing true values in her subject and its il
lumination,both to the eye and to the perception. She helped
others find beauty hi simple things through her art and atti
tude towards the best values in life.

Decidedly the "cere-

brale" or intelligent, cultured woman, she was also awake to
the artist's place

in a difficult world

many of her artist friends,

and helped promote

dancers, writers and musicians,

actors and such.
Anne Bremer

not only

murals, but she taught

painted easel

sketching classes

pictures and

in San Francisco,

experimented with etching, designed posters and book-plates.
During

the war,

she donated paintings

benefit of the Belgians, and personally
oration

of the

tea-room

of the

to be sold

for the

undertook the dec

Red Cross Society

in San

Francisco.
This talented painter
of San Francisco
dent

of the

through

the Club

art life

She was Presi

from 1905

was reorganized,

after the fire and earthquake

under its auspices.

in the

many activities.

San Francisco Sketch Club

during which time
exhibition

took part

to 1907,

and the first

of 1906

was held

She was much interested in social wel

fare, and was president

of the

Occident Kindergarten. She
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was president of the California Art Club and served two terms
on the Board of Directors of the San Francisco Art Association.
A frequent exhibitor at shows both & California and
the east, among the honors

she gained was a

Bronze Medal at

the Panama-Pacific International Exposition held in San Fran
cisco in 1915; a Silver Medal awarded her by the San Francis
co Art Association
and the

in 1918,

Concours Award

and honorable mention

of the

University

in 1922,

of California in

Berkeley.
Press comment on Anne Bremer's exhibitions in local
galleries is numerous,

from her first poster designs of 1900

on.
The Argonaut of April 6, 1907, said:
"....one conspicuously fine piece was hung in
the recent Sketch Club exhibition. The sub
ject, simple in the extreme, wa3 a piece of
Blue Canton Ware, done with harmonizing drap
ery. The atmosphere was subtle and the tex
tures were managed with rare skill. Miss
Bremer has been abroad for travel, but all her
study has been done here. As president of the
Sketch Club, she has brought that interesting
organization successfully through the time of
stress, so that it gave the first general ex
hibition after the fire."
The Argonaut of February 22, 1908, said:
"The exhibition of paintings which has just
been held by the Sketch Club at its quarters,
demonstrates the fact that if there is a San
Francisco school of painting, it is one that
has grown up around Arthur Mathews.
The in
fluence of the master is strongly marked....
The same influence is marked in some excel
lent eucalyptus studies by Anne M. Bremer."
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Anne Bremer's paintings are criticized

92

in the San

Francisco Call of December 27, 1908:
"Chief among the works being shown in the studios
may be mentioned those by Miss Bremer, who can
show several canvases of undoubted originality
and distinctive beauty. One of these is a color
study of Lake Merritt in extremely delicate gray
ish purplish tones showing a dim expanse of lake,
straight-limbed tree groups on the shore, which
merges into indefinite tints in the distance, a
boat house idealized into a fairy structure, and
a paling vista of trees and water. A second re
markable study is that of the Berkeley Oaks,
which are shown in their distorted, bent, gnarled
and crooked aspects so vividly as to suggest
Walpurgis night and witches flying on broom
sticks. The characteristic of this scene is its
weirdness, the branches seeming almost alive.
"'The Girl with Red Hair' forms the subject of a
striking study from the nude. The figure is posed
in a slightly awkward attitude,and the lines are
far from perfect, so that the chief interest of
the study lies in the wonderfully clear and del
icate coloring of the close smooth bands of viv
id hair, and in the freshness and glow of the flesh
tints. Miss Bremer believes in constant drawing
from the nude in order to keep up the drawing
proficiency and her studies of the human form in
all poses, whether unusual or merely beautiful,
are highly interesting and valuable.
"'As musicians think in rhythm,' declares Miss
Bremer, 'so all artists think in apace. Look at
Holbein. In the oval of an outlined face, the
bony contour, the irregularities of the differ
ent parts of the countenance, the modeling of
the chin are superbly yet delicately Indicated
by means of a simple curved line inclosing the
oval of the face. But what a line it is. Could
one do that— merely indicate,
suggest and still
have the whole creature there with such admirable
simplicity and charm, well— ' and the artist's
sigh was one of unfeigned longing.
"Miss Bremer is now working on a decorative por
trait which when finished is expected to be most
interesting. The subject is a young girl seated
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at a piano; back of her is a dark red chair
which is balanced in its color note by a pot
of brilliant red geraniums growing on a high
window ledge. The gown of the subject" is white
against the dark, glistening surface of the
instrument and the whole conception is some
what Japanese in style and treatment. Miss
Bremer admits to a fondness for Japanese art."
The San Francisco Chronicle of March 24, 1912, evalated Anne Bremer's work:
CANVASES DEPICT SCENES THAT ARE
UNIQUE IN ARTISTS' WORLD.
"The work of two past years gathered largely
from Brittany, Barbizon and Paris by Miss Anne
M. Bremer is to be seen now, and until the end
of the month, at the galleries of Vickery, At
kins and Torrey.
"Among thirty or more canvases the scenes de
picted include portraits, landscapes, flowers
and a section of Japanese Toweling which is
something of an innovation, even in the line
of genre art.
"In this subject, Miss Bremer has found inspi
ration, apparently,through coloring and unique
design, which she depicts with sincerity. As
an exponent of the impressionistic school,
which strives for pure color and atmosphere,
the artist shows herself to have been a devoted
student, and has acquired effects both in me
chanics and colors which cannot fail to attract
the spectator.
"The chief work in this desplay is 'L'Enfant,'
which was exhibited in the Salon d'Automne, at
Paris, in 1911.
Other paintings show bits of
life in the provinces. "'Cottages at Twilight'
at St. Jean du Doight, Brittany, is an attrac
tive picture, another being 'In an Old Monas
tery Garden,' Paris.
"A canvas, 'Ripe Corn,'discloses rambling hills
over which 3n prime precision,fields are plant
ed with the yellow grain.
An irregular patch
here and there adds to the scenic effect of the
picture.
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"'The Road to the Beach,' lies along a hill
whose crest must be attained before the shore
is reached, the sea being sunken in the back
ground, but whose expanse seems illimitable un
der a mottled sky. Other subjects show a 'Mi
raculous Fountain.' 'Jardins du Luxembourg,'
'Blossoms of Spring,'
'The Seine at Night,'
'Jardins d'Observatoire,' Paris;
sketch of a
Botticelli fresco.
"In half a dozen pencil drawings, Miss Bremer
shows the accuracy of her technique, and in
cludes familiar bits of country in this vicin
ity.
A view of the 'Presidio,*
is from the
point above Fort Scott,Hooking directly across
the water toward Fort Baker.
The commonplace
is tastefully outlined m a grouping of 'Barns
Near San Jose,' The pencil sketches show, too,
a 'Doorway of the Convent Fiesoli.'
'A Cathe
dral Aisle,' Chartres,and a 'Street in Venice."'
After two years' study and travel in Europe, Porter
Garnett analysed Anne Bremer's work in The San Francisco Call
of September 15, 1912,

under the heading,

"Miss Bremer Pro

nounced One of San Francisco's Most Talented Painters":
"Miss Anne Bremer is the most 'advanced' artist
in San Francisco.
She is also one of our best
painters. Miss Bremer is 'advanced because she
is painting,since she returned from abroad, in
a style and with a technique that are more
'modern' than the style and technique of any
other artist hereabouts.
She is one of our
best painters because her execution— her hand
ling of the brush is admirable.
THE EYE OF CEZANNE
"In considering Miss Bremer's work one is obliged to pay a rather particular attention to
the question of style and technique, because
this artist has brought us something with which
our public is unfamiliar and for which it is
so unprepared that many persons will be found
who are disposed to condemn it out of hand
without trying to understand It.
Miss Bremer
is whac may be termed a conservative postimpressionist; that is to say, she sees with
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an eye similar to the eye of Cezanne, but she
is unwilling to wear the spectacles of Matisse.
"The style and technique Miss Bremer has adopt
ed present enormous difficulties; callfrr ex
traordinary directness, demand the hignest
praise.
In adopting this style she has ad
dressed herself to a mask beside which the
technique of other styles— the use of glazes,
for example— is child's play.
"But it is necessary to say just here that the
fact of Miss Brener's style being 'advanced'
does not imoly that it is superior to styles
that are less modern.
She may think so her
self and she probably does, because she is ex
tremely earnest. In considering, as I am now
considering! the purely technical aspects of
the painter's art, this essentially 'creative'
art is,in those aspects, comparable to certain
interpretive arts.
"As a matter of fact,good painting, good pianism and good singing are more matters of the
individual-s artistic consciousness than of
style, wnich is, in many cases, nothing more
or less than fashion.
The true artist will
produce true art, no matter what his style be.
There is a disposition among artists to con
cern themselves too much with schools, while
the layman continues to utter his time honored
bromidism,
'I don't know anything about art,
but I know what I like.'
JUDGE. WITHIN THE LAW
"All expressions of art should be judged by the
universal law, which is the law beauty; but if
by virtue of some law of their own.they afford
a novel aspect of beauty, they must be judged
also within their own laws.
It is thus that
Miss Bremer's paintings should be judged.
"The important fact— still holding to the ques
tion of technique--is that having undertaken a
style of such difficulty, Miss Bremer has ac
complished her task wonderfully. Her execution
is, in the best sense of the word, masterly.
Were this not so,were her execution other than
excellent, the fact of her having chosen to
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paint in a style more 'advanced' than any other
artist in California would be without signifi
cance, except as an unsuccessful attempt to do
something that might be interesting had it been
successful.
"And now— to pass from a necessarily brief and
superficial consideration of technique which
has been forced upon me by the novelty (in Cal
ifornia) of the school which Miss Bremer so
ably represents— what of her paintings,
in a
broad sense, as works of art? We are not now
judging them 'within their own laws,' but as
contributions to beauty. I saw at Miss Bremer's
studio the other day a number of canvases dis
tinctly beautiful.
"Without attempting to single out for special
commendation any particular painting, one of a
fountain in Brittany may be taken as represent
ative of her best work done abroad.
As a com
position, as a piece of cclor--rich without be
ing violent--as an example of subtle directness,
this canvas is notably successful.
"The picture of a little girl (exhibited in the
salon last year),
is a noteworthy piece of un
affected dexterity in painting.
The sunburnt
cheeks, the expression, are managed with a dar
ing that one loses sight of in the perfect suc
cess of the thing accomplished.
"A suggestion of life— of palpability--is al
so expressed,quite wonderfully,in Miss Bremer's
painting of trees. Her trees live;
they have
sap in them. They are not literal or realistic,
they are true.
One sees into them and through
them; in other words, they take their places in
the picture; the light and the air flow around
them; the other side of the tree exists. The
shadows among the leaves recede as in nature.
"The values and relations of every plane that
the eye can analyze are— I was about to say
'expressed'; but they are not expressed, they
are suggested.
This is the more remarkable in
view of the unwavering directness and simplic
ity with which the painting is done.
"One thinks of subtle values as they are to be
observed in the trees of Corot, but here is
subtlety achieved with all the surface appear-
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ance of a rugged style.
Miss Bremer's trees
are painted with delicacy, but delicacy achieved
through means that render its expression enor
mously difficult.
THE DELICACY CF BOLDNESS
"This delicacy of boldness is shown in the liv
ing trees or the fountain picture, but it is
even more strikingly exemplified in a painting
of an orchard that Miss Bremer made this summer.
"A fruit tree in full blossom stands in the im
mediate foreground of this picture; its branches,
leaves and flowers are seen against the sky.
This description or, indeed, any description
must fail to convey to the reader an idea of
what the picture is like.
It is certain, in
fact, to give an entirely false impression. The
picture must be seen.
Seeing it, one is taken
out-of-doors and into the sunlight. It is beau
tiful and it is wonderfully painted."
The canvas "Brown and Gold,"exhibited at the Paris
Salon in the autumn of 1911,
cisco Chronicle

of

was appraised by the San Fran

September 7, 1913,

under

the heading,

"Realism the Keynote of Anne Bremer's Work":
"Anne Bremer, who spent the spring and early
summer on a sketching tour near Monterey,
is
rounding out much of that work in her studio in
the Studio Building on Post Street.
"Miss Bremer is a devoted follower of the dec
orative school; her work is more than tinged by
its influence, and that she is earnest in her
admiration for its advocacy is patent in all her
pictures.
"The primal note of this school being the con
sideration of all art structure as purely dec
orative, the merging of colors and softening of
shades are features almost totally
witheld.
Decisive, brisk strokes, each denoting its own
meaning, leave little in the line of finished
smoothness, and as this cult alms for pictures
that are really to 'decorate,'
the canvases re
flect realism absolutely.
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"The figure of the woman designated as 'Brown
and Gold,' exemplifies the school; the subject
being done in bold and contrasting colors, as
well as with lines that have no superfluities.
This canvas was admitted to the autum Paris
Salon of 1911.
"'Yellow Locust,' concedes a trifle toward the
daintiness of womanhood and flowers, and is a
picture in which beauty is evident. The ming
ling of colors is harmonious, and the composi
tion pleasing in every detail. Miss Bremer is
preparing several canvases for exhibit in the
winter months."
Michael Williams described the mural,

"The Year's

at the Spring," at Mount Zion Hospital, in the San Francisco
Examiner of January 25, 1914, thus:
"Anne M.Bremer has completed a large mural dec
oration, which is to be placed in the reception
room of the Mount Zion Hospital in a weekortwo.
The title is 'The Year's at the Spring,' and
Browning's suggestive phrase has an opulent in
terpretation or illustration in Miss Bremer's
work— whilefhr indeed from being preachy or di
dactic, it covers a direct message of cheerful
ness,of life at the spring,at the time of hope
and buoyancy and energy.
"Under flowering apple boughs,
on the grass—
which, however,
isn't green in such obvious
ness— a lithe little dancer disports in the
presence of several fair damsels, who,individ
ually,and as a group, are expressive of living
rhythms of grace and beauty."
Of Anne Bremer's activities in the Exposition year
of 1915, the San Francisco Chronicle stated on June 6, 1915:
"Anne Bremer Is exhibiting small oils-nf Exposi
tion scenes in these rooms (St.Francis Hotel).
One is of the Arches, with its scenes beyond,
of the city and the hills."
The same paper said on July 25, 1915, after the award of a Bronze Medal to the artist:
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"Panama-Pacific International Exposition. Among
the bronze medalists is Anne Bremen Miss Bremer
is a self-acknowledged modernist and bends her
efforts much toward the decorative style regard
less of type, whether scenes or portraiture. A
touch of the futuristic is also to be discerned
in Miss Bremer's brush, which has given the gal
lery five pictures of varied types."
In "Art in California," the book published in 1915
on the art

of the Exposition,

Porter Garnett

said of Anne

Bremer's work:
"We see the antithesis of the painting (of Mr.
Martinez) in the art of Miss Anne Bremer, who,
in spite of her uneveness,
is one of Califor
nia's best painters.
Miss Bremer has adopted
the post-impressionist idiom and paints in it
with skill, and, at times, with distinction."
The San Francisco Call

gave this

account

of the

decorative panel painted for the Y. W. C. A. at San Jose, on
August 20, 1916:
"A decorative panel by Anne Bremer will shortly
be placed in the large reception room of the
new Y. W. C. A. at San Jose.
The subject has
been handled with unusual skill from more points
than one, for Miss Bremer has had to observe the
atmosphere of a memorial decoration,
into which
she has also instilled the element of cheerful
ness.
In memory of the late Dr. Howard Gates,
the panel will go above a mantel, and its color
ing has been adapted with much finesse to the
general scheme of the room.
USES COLOR LAVISHLY
"Miss Bremer deals in 'pure color' and uses it
with lavish hand, so that her idea of propor
tion between the brilliance of pigments and a
theme which must be fully in accord with a mem
orial note, has been remarkably fine.
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"Figures of three very graceful women are in the
foreground, one of whom, with bowed head, rests
against another. The types are filled with dig
nity, but not gloom, while the first suggests,
rather than reveals, sadness.
"The drapes are sweeping and delicate, and the
trio stands at the side of a splendid garden,
whose stalks and flower beds exude radiance.
The picture is impressive, both as a decoration
and. as a color study."
The critic of the San Francisco Chronicle wrote en
thusiastically of Anne Bremer's work on November 26, 1916, as
follows:
"The joy of color is abundant in the Tolerton
galleries this week, provided by the brush of
Anne Bremer, who shows about thirty canvases.
"Her decorative instinct leads her into broad
fields, and touches upon a variety of subjects,
in each of which she delineates a definite theme.
While her canvases are 'pictures' in every sense
of the word, they are also distinctively decora
tions— a type of handling not easy to define,
but which varies from the aspect of the ordinary
picture.
"Also, Miss Bremer's sense of arrangement and
composition is a marked quality.
She combines
colors rather boldly, oftentimes, but the ulti
mate value is one of harmony,
something not to
be said of every modernist,who frequently flings
pigments rather riotously from palette to can
vas.
"She shows sea scenes, old gardens, young elms,
hills, butterflies, Marin County views and ba
bies, all with the same ardor of thought and
color; but the discrimination lies in her de
piction of the subject's essence which,
in a
large roomful of canvases all demanding atten
tion, entirely eliminates any impression of mo
notony or even similarity.
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EMPHATIC DECORATIVE PANEL
"A panel for a 'Mantle' is one of the most em
phatic of the pieces entirely designed for dec
oration, encompassing a mass of wonderful flow
ers.
'Old Barns Near Belvedere,' quite the op
posite in type, shows sentimental appreciation
and an eye for romantic landscape.
"'Zinnias and a Chinese God' is a fascinating
study, while 'Florrie and Her Queen Boat,' and
a 'Sketch of a Red-Haired Baby' are prototypes
of the human element, injected with skill by
Miss Bremer in these subjects. A 'Memorial pan
el,' to be placed in the Young Women's Christian
Association Building at San Jose,is one of this
artist's best conceptions and is a prominent
note in the exhibit."
In the "Wasp" of June 23, 191^ Blanche M. d'Harcourt
gave an impression of Anne Bremer's landscape painting:
"During the early soring months, Anne Bremer
wandered down Saratoga way, and sitting on the
roadside, painted a typical, California wayside
frame-building, dilapidated and sadly in need
of repairs,it is true,but delightfully quaint—
in all its simplicity.
A passing circus had
decorated one side of the building with its
flaring poster, which, with the tall eucalyptus
trees clustered nearby, made of the whole as
charming a bit of rustic landscape as could be
found in any foreign country. But few passersby would ever be aware of the charm of the place
until their attention was called to it by
the
artist.
"During her visit to Saratoga, Miss Bremer also
made two very lovely and unusual landscapes,
which it is hard to believe are Californian, so
Italian are they in character and atmosphere.
These two landscapes exhibit Miss Bremer's art
at its best, wherein the beauty of nature and
the poetic mind of the artist are combined, and
while the landscapes are essentially poetical,
Miss Bremer has handled them in a strong,vigor
ous manner; which places them far beyond the us
ual 'Poetical' landscape of the average artist.
The fact that she did not select 'Blossom Time
in the Saratoga Country' for her spring work,
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indicates the intellectual manner in which she
applies her art, for though the blossom time
is indeed lovely, it is hardly a subject
large enough for the breadth and power of Miss
Bremer-s brush.
Other notable landscapes in
Miss Bremer-s studio, arc two or three Carmel
subjects, in which the blue of the Bay, the
rugged outline of the trees, and the solidity
of the rock formation on the coast, are ex
pressed with great vitality and splendid tech
nique; a Marin County hillside that is peculiar
ly Californian in its brown tones of midsummer,
and a splendidly composed lake view, also in
Marin County, each handled in a direct, simple
manner that is most convincing.
PAINTS PEOPLE IN GARDENS
"Miss Bremer does not confine herself to land
scape work, indeed she has been most successful
with her figure work, painted out-of-doors,and
enriched with wonderful flower effects. Miss
Bremer is essentially a colorist,and her stilllife studies and garden scenes are radiantly
beautiful and rich in design.
"One of the strongest canvases from Miss Brcner'6
brush is the 'Portrait of a Young Lady,' in
which strength, and character,and splendid com
position are strikingly evident.
The building
up of the flesh tints is a remarkably skillful
piece of work, and the dash and curve of the
whole figure, painted in a very broad, direct
manner, shows the artist to have long passed
the experimental stage, for every brush stroke
is applied with a sure knowledge of its true
value.
This picture has never been exhibited
in San Francisco, but was one of the important
pictures at a large exhibition in New York in
the Spring.
From this portrait, we should say
that Miss Bremer would have immense success as
a portrait painter, if she ever cared to confine
herself to this particular field.
STILL-LIFE— VARIED AND NEW
"But, notwithstanding our immense admiration of
this splendid portrait work, we admire Miss
Brener's studies of still-lifes almost more than
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anything else she has done, so rich and colorful
and unusually artistic in arrangement are they.
We know of no other local artist who has achieved
such pure and sensuous designs--designs that
please and charm one's senses, as do the Persian
rugs and illuminated manuscripts of the ancient
people, whose art was not a performance cf tech
nical skill.but a sincere expression of emotion
al fervor. Miss Bremer's still-life subjects are
beautiful objects of art, naturally arranged for
their true values of color and richness of de
sign.
Oriental in their sumptuousness and sym
phonic in their rhythmic qualities.
The writer
was entranced wi th the loveliness of these stilllife studies, and devotedly grateful to the art
ist for refraining from presenting the usual
combination of dead fish, onions, dishes of
fruit, and copper kettles which pass current in
the world for still-life."
* Upon her return to California, after exhibiting in
New York, the San Francisco Chronicle

of December 23, 1917,

said of the artist's New York showing:
"Anne Bremer, who accompanied her collection of
oil-paintings to New York last month, where she
had them on view at the Arlington galleries,
will be at home tomorrow.
"Miss Bremer is the first California woman art
ist to have had a New York gallery devoted solely
to herself.
Since the close of that display,
she has entered two of her **Los Gatos Pines' in
the Folsom galleries in Fifth A/enue in an exhi
bition given by several American painters, among
whom are Howard Giles, William Ritschel, Fred
erick Hutchison, Harry F. Waltman, Everett Warn
er and Charles Bittinger."
A NEW YORK NEWS ITEM
The New York Times of May 12, 1918, wrote:
"The prizes offered in the current forty-second
annual exhibition of the San Francisco Art As
sociation now being held in the Palace of Fine
Arts, San Francisco, have been awarded to the
follwoing artists,by the Jury of Awards,composed
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of Leo Lentelll, E. Spencer Macky,
Piazzoni, and Hermann Boss.

Gottardo

"The $300 Emanuel Walter Purchase Prize was awarded to Henry V. Poor for the painting en
titled 'Winter Landscaoe,' which thereby became
the property of the Emanuel Walter Collection;
the Charles Templeton Crocker Prize of $100 was
awarded to Clark Hobart for his portrait of Mrs.
Francis Young, while the gold medal in painting
was awarded to Armin Hansen for his picture en
titled, 'The Noon Hour,' and the bronze medal
in the same class was awarded 'The Lacquer
Screen' by Anne M. Bremer.
In the water-color
class the silver medal has been awarded Godfrey
Fletcher for his landscape entitled,'Moss Land
ing.'
In the graphic section the silver medal
was awarded Armin Hansen for his drawing of a
shipyard entitled, 'War Baby.' In the sculpture
class the gold medal was won by Ralph Stackpole
for his beautiful crouching 'Figure of a Foun
tain.'"
In his series of articles on "Painting in Califor
nia," Porter Garnett

gives this

estimate

of Anne Bremer's

painting; in "The Nation" magazine of May 3, 1919:
"The first impression given by the galleries of
the Palace of Fine Arts, during the forty-third
annual exhibit of the San Francisco Art Associa
tion, is one of intelligent emancipation.
"This is the more surprising because Califor
nians are, as a rule, slow to free themselves
from the shackles of habit.
The proverbial
'prophet without honor,' suffers more, perhaps,
in places remote from the theoretical centers
of culture. In far countries, like California,
he is the victim of those misgivings on the
part of possible patrons which arise from the
fear of appearing orovincial— doubts which are
of the very essence of provincialism.
"The Californians who buy pictures, with a few
exceptions, have always shown a preference for
importations that bear a European, or, at least,
an Eastern cachet. They do not trust themselves,
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and they do not trust the artists of their own
community. In the face, therefore, of this per
ennial discouragement, the artists whose works
are displayed at the present exhibition, have
with spirit accepted the challenge of adventure.
The result is a refreshing vitality in contrast
to the academic catalepsy of a few years ago.
While this revolution makes it possible to re
gard California art as no longer parochial, its
enfranchisement is, however, still largely a
matter of exterior Influences. If we have still
to wait for originality, the present exhibition
gives us hope and confidence. Anne M- Bremer's
'The Blue Bay,' and 'Sentinels,' demonstrates
effectively the superiority of her landscapes
to her portraits, two of which are also shown."
The critic of the

San Francisco Bulletin, Willard

Huntington Wright, disagreed with his colleagues on the mer
its of Anne 3rcmer's paintings— frankly,he did not like them.
On March 29, 1919, he caustically wrote:
"Anne Bremer is reoresented in the exhibition
by five pictures of very unequal merit.
In
'Children Under an Apple Tree,' she has sig
nally failed in whatever it was (was it 'pleinair' realism, perhaps, that she attempted;.
In
this picture, as in her 'Portrait Study,' I
doubt if she had a very clear conception of her
objective; and the result. of course, is con
fused and unintelligible. But in 'The Blue Bay'
and 'Sentinels' she reveals a charming and po
etic feeling for sensitive decoration. These
pictures are as capable and pleasing as the
others arc incompetent and unattractive, and
they should demonstrate to their creator the
lines along which she ought to proceed, For
she has a rare and instinctive capacity for de
lightful and harmonic decoration in two-dimen
sions, and an unfailing reaction to beauty in
design.
In this matter she has already done
much charming work, and if she follows her apt
itude and devotes herself to an improvement of
her color, she will attain much.
When she
learns the auxiliary capabilities of color, her
decoration will be wholly satisfying and she
will not be guilty of putting an indigo frame
against blue-green water, as she had done in
'The Blue Bay.'"
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Melbourne Green wrote

in the

"Bulletin" of April

20, 1920:
"Miss Bremer's rather violent flower pieces in
room 14 of the Palace Hotel are far less con
vincing than her admirably harmonious ^'33,
'Study in Gray,' in room 17,with its delicately
modulated notes of rose and blue.
"Anne M. Bremer,in her 'Pines at Pebble Beach,'
reveals a charming and sensitive capacity for
decoration. The lines of the hills in the pic
ture here on view swing out from the left of
the canvas and retreat in perspective, making a
satisfying balance with the straight upstanding
pines in the foreground. The general effect is
somewhat Japanese in the best sense of the word.
The coloring is delicate and sensitive; and
when Miss Bremer has come to understand the
functioning elements of color she will be able
to intensify her designs in a way which will
place her work in the front ranks of our mod
ern decorative painters."
Just a year before the talented artist's death,she
held an exhibition

of her paintings in "The

Print

Rooms,"

which was criticized in the "San Francisco Journal" of April
2, 1922:
"The exhibit of A n n e Bremer's paintings now on
view at the Print Rooms, will give San Francis
cans a comprehensive idea of the work of one of
the most important California painters.
"Miss Bremer's reputation, however, is far from
local for she has exhibited often at d'Automne
Salon in Paris, in the Folsom Galleries in New
York and at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine
Arts. Her success at the Pennsylvania show was
so pronounced that later she was invited to ex
hibit at both the Detroit and Toledo museums and
at the Wilmington Society of Fine Arts— honors
greatly coveted by all American artists.
"It is true that sex has but little place in
art.
Yet Miss Bremer s work inevitably does
raise the question. Her work is strikingly un
feminine.
It is broad, direct and powerful,
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always, done with a truly masculine verve and.
executive sweep.
Marsden Hartley, a painter
himself, and one of the coming American crit
ics, once wrote that in his colnion Miss Bremer
was one of the three artists of real distinction
that California has produced.
"It is as a colorist of extraordinary beauty
that Miss Bremer will appeal most strongly.
Many of the paintings she is showing this year
are floral pieces and still-life, presenting
technical problems that should be particularly
interesting to artists, while the layman will
be aot to see only the beauty of the finished
thing.
FLOWER STUDIES
"Miss Bremer's work is always extremely person
al, though there is no striving for originality
of the obvious sort.
In the flower studies and
still-life arrangements particularly one is
pleasurably struck with the joyousness of the
tonal harmonies.
The colors are clear, bril
liant, sometimes daring,full of sunlight of the
feeling of out-of-doors. This zestful quality
is particularly apparent in that large round
flower piece, 'A Dish from Capri,' a cluster of
lusciously colored fruit and flowers upon a red
ground. Here the color, ranging from lemon yel
lows to vivid green and orange, blends softly
into the red ground, making a vivid and yet al
ways restful whole.
Two companion pieces, 'A
Bowl of Spring Blossoms' and 'A Bowl of Autumn
Blossoms,' are very unusual.
'A Bowl of Spring
Blossoms' is utterly exquisite in color— faint
lavenders, pinks and greens that hold, somehow,
the very breath of spring. The drawing is force
ful, yet full of subtle rhythms,and it would be
hard to find pictures that would be more easy to
live with,that would be less tiring for everyday
wear.
"The framing of many of the pictures is very in
teresting.
For they well exemplify the modern
tendency of making the frame no less an entity
of the picture than the canvas itself. Several
of the smaller sketches are framed in white.
The effect is striking, indeed, against the
brilliancy and dashing vividness of the paint.
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"A number of landscapes are also shown. They
differ greatly in mood as well as treatment.
In 'Hoary Sentinels,' a fascinating design of
gnarled tree trunks against a somber background
of gray water, mountains and sky, Mis3 Bremer
has painted California in one of its colder
moods.
It is a scene from the Monterey coast,
bleak and forbidding, full of grandeur and lone
liness.
Another Monterey scene, though mere
warmly keyed, shows the blue, gleaming bay,bro
ken by tree trunks in the foreground.
"Several of Miss Bremer's cypress studies are
also shown, reminding one sharply of how much
like Italy are some California scenes.
Miss
Bremer's treatment of landscape is broad, and
sweeping.
She sees always in masses, never in
detail, and her noble, almost majestic treat
ment of nature is one of the most characteris
tic features of her work.
"Besides the larger oil paintings, a number of
smaller drawings and sketches are included.which
should be of interest to students and follow
artists, if not to the larger public."
A SIGNIFICANT CRITICISM
In the spring of 1923,
Anne Bremer's painting in

Phyllis Ackerman evaluates

"Arts and Decoration"

for April,

under the heading, "A Woman Painter With A Man-s Touch":
"Anne Bremer Builds Uo Her Paint in Solid and
Unsentimental Forms.
"The woman painter seems inevitably to turn at
some time in her work to flowers. Flowers have
a special charm for women, anyhow, something in
their delicacy appealing particularly to the
feminine spirit, and the woman who paints finds
in them all of that attraction plus the delicate
color range that is usually her chosen medium.
Yet for ail their sincere love of flowers, few
of those women painters 3how any real respect
for them. They exploit them as an excuse for
a decorative arrangement splashing out big bou
quets in a blur of soft color, or blocking the
bunch out in strong contrasts; and they sent!-
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mentalize them, giving them a thin, sweet qual
ity which does not do justice even to the frag
ile blossoms.
For a flower, no matter how sen
sitive and delicate,
is always dignified and
always soundly structural, yet this character
the woman painter usually misses.
"There is, however, one California woman paint
er, Anne Bremer, who has rendered flowers with
firmness and force. Miss Bremer's flowers even
in a decorative study, have form, and the indi
vidual is never merged into the mass but main
tains cleanly its own quality. Her sprays grow,
her heavy-headed blooms nod with appreciable
weight and the typical skeleton of the plant is
always indicated,
Nor does this mean that her
painting is a mere botanical record or that her
drawing is hard and intrusive. On the contrary,
her manner is that of the modern decorative im
pressionist, but she looks at her material ob
jectively and so her brush feels its way into
the essential forms.
"This same response to the substance, form and
solidity of her subjects is shown hi Miss Bremer's
still-lifes. Like most open-minded painters of
this generation she has,in these, been strongly
influenced by Cezanne, but she'has wholly es
caped the discipieship that has sapped the vi
tality of so much of the recent work in this
field. Her paintings of still-life subjects are
all glorious in color, very courageous in the
purity and contrasts of her pigments, but quite
apart from this they can be appreciated as com
positions in weights.
"The landscapes, also, have this same fundamen
tal structural interest.
Again, the color is
rich and beautiful and used with independence.
The picturesque,which misleads most women land
scape painters, never incrudes.
There is no
weakness of senciment or romance. There is, in
stead, the profounder feeling for local charac
ter and for typical masses that the more person
al feeling only obscures. The solid hills roll
and thrust, the water beats,the rocks rest with
a very positive inertness, the trees strain agalnst the air currents.
Yet there is no over
movement, only the forces implicit in the forms.
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LIGHT AND ATMOSPHERE ESSENTIAL
"Light in these landscapes is not neglected,
but it is not made the dominant interest of the
paintings as it is in most of the conventional
school-work still done in America.
In fact
light is essential to bring out the very bulk
and contour features that are the essential in
terest in these compositions, for unless the
canvas is bathed in atmosphere it lacks sub
stantiality.
Because light is an incidental
interest, however, it is seldom that Miss Bremer
shows the glare of full sun.
Her usual illumi
nation is cool and soft, giving to the scene a
feeling of calm detachment.
"Because of Anne Brener's emphasis on structure
and mass it is particularly interesting to see
how she succeeds with a portrait.
As might be
expected,
she creates from her sitter a plastic
pattern.
The whole technique is concentrated
on the modeling.
She does not, however, pre
sent the delicate variations of soft skin and
quivering muscles that engaged, for example, the
Eighteenth Century English portrait painters,
but abstracts the face to the essential broad
forms and gives the general structure and poise
of the body.
The effect is not flattering if
it is prettiness for which the sitter hopes,
but for monumental dignity and the impression of
character the method achieved is most
suc
cessful.
As might be expected in the work of
woman painter of such masculine touch, the wo
men subjects get, under her brush, the strength
of men.
"This manner of treating the human figure is
more unchallengeable successful in mural deco
rations.
The architectural character that is
appropriate, and is, incidentally, often neg
lected, is realized to the full.
Standing fig
ures are invested with the straight stability
of columns and the structurally and impersonal
ly treated flowers rise side by side with them,
identical in treatment and equal in importance.
ESSENTIAL FORM
"The outstanding character in all phases
this painter's work is its objectivity.

of
The
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fact is set down with an almost brutal direct
ness. It is not, however, the fact as a camera
records it or as the realistic painters of the
last century, with their minute detail, under
stood it, but as the sophisticated modern mind
has learned to see it., the real thing in its
essential outstanding form.
"The drawing is not even 'correct' always. The
side of an apple may be flattened or if a jar
bulged, not outline but the bulk and solidity
of the thing is that which best expresses its
character, and it is the essential quality of
the object and not the unimportant specific de
tails that is being presented.
To this extent
Miss Bremer
is clearly a post-impressionist
though she is still a conservative post-impres
sionist.
"This same objectivity with which she approached
her subject is evident also in her craftsmanship.
She uses paint as paint.
"....For the craftsman, on the other hand, words
would never do as a substitute for his own medi
um.
He is interested in the material itself.
He beats his copper or gauges out his wood to
show to the best advantage the malleability, the
color, the texture and even the limitations of
that particular substance.
"It is with this attitude that Miss Bremer deals
with her paint.
Because she has this respect
for paint as a material she uses it with thought
ful care.
Every stroke and touch is carefully
considered.
Hence her work progresses relative
ly slowly.
SOUND WORKMANSHIP
"She employs her pigments, moreover, not only as
color but as a solid substance with a very marked
texture that varies with different manipulations,
and in the best of her work these variations in
texture arc very skillfully handled.
"From the spots and particles of this solid oaint
she builds up her objects,her flowers and fruits,
hills and trees,and the structural solidity that
she achieves. In the most successful of her can
vases her objects are entirely built up in this
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way without any indication of outline whatever.
The composition is, as it were, actually wrought
out of the paint.
"In method as well as in attitude the work is de
cidedly masculine in character. And it might be
expected that it would be a western woman who
would break away from the point of view and the
habits of her sex.
For in a country like Cali
fornia with its huge, untamed spaces and its so
cial quality still reminiscent in some respects
of pioneer days, the conventional assumptions
drop away and women cease to be primarily women
and become first of all persons,, so that when
they approach a job they can do it unselfcon
sciously in a workmanlike spirit."
Anne Bremer's brilliant career
terrupted by illness
October 26, 1923,
by her illness

book lover

at her

art patron,

and Other Poems."

in

cut short by death on

San Francisco.

the talented woman

to poetry, some of

printed volume,
and
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creative efforts
a privately

in 1920,

as a painter was in
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turned her

her efforts appearing in

sponsored by

Albert Bender, the

after her death,

"The Unspoken,

A month after her death, this poem appeared

in print in the November issue of "Poetry" magazine, "Voices":
"Unwearied, the seasons come and go,
Unfailing recur, bud, leaf, snow.
The vast blue solitude abides,
Each walks alone below—
Two rarely wnlk abreast.
When the circle is rounded by the tides,
And the journey ends— who would not rest?
"The Lyric West" magazine for November 1923 contains
a poem of Arne Bremer's,
poem

of hers

called

which she called "Still Life," and a

"Compensation,"

was

published

in the
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San Francisco magazine of verse, "The Wanderer."
"TWO PATHS"
"I had not hoped, last year
To look on budding cheer.
Mauve heather spray-drops bloom,
Like pale nuns, wrapped austere.
And on my window-sill
Two sappy leaf-blades slim
Unfold a daffodil.
Slowly I climb the hill,
The tangled web nearer each day.
One furtive, wistful glance
I cast, the other way."
Another of

her poems,

"Snow," seems

to hint at a

premonition of death.
"SNOW"
"Alone...........
Bent, naked boughs
are my thoughts, sleet blown.
Alone............
White, falling flakes,
Hiding bare stone.
Alone............
Snow-covered graves,
Effaced, unknown,
Lone."
Her cousin,
her in life,

Albert Bender,

the person

and faithful to her memory

closest to

after death, wrote:

"Anne Bremer has left us a clear self-revelation
in her paintings and, to a lesser degree, in her
poetry, for to this art she turned only a short
time before her death.
Whatever divergence
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between personality and its creative expression
we seem to detect in the case of some artists,
in Anne Bremer the twain became one. Her paint
ing or her poem was always a direct projection
of herself onto canvas or paper.
"She was not tortured and twisted by an inferi
ority complex, that befogged her indentifying
mark. And it is this identification of herself
with her work which stamps her art with an un
compromising sincerity.
"Contemporaneous though she was, with the cha
otic adolescence of the ultra-modern schools of
art, their confusion, obscurities, their harsh
often-clashing colors, Anne Bremer was never be
trayed by their influences to any departure from
her own clear philosophy of aesthetics, her own
inner vision of what painting should be. She
continued to interpret nature, animate and in
animate, through a technique unmistakably her
own and which is distinguished by simplicity,
clarity and purity of color.
"The dignity, serenity and the sense of Internal
order and harmony which were hers, always played
upon by a spirit on fire with its love of univer
sal' beauty and rhythm,gave to her pictures their
broad planes, their fluent lines, their restful
composition and restrained decoration, over all
of which was the glow and sparkle of her rich
color.
"In her the spiritual and the sensuous were af
firmative; moved by all appeal to the eye— col
or, form, line, elegance and grace of which she
gave generously— she nevertheless used them al
ways as servants of the imagination, channels of
a spiritual force which she believed to be in
stinct in all things because she was conscious
of it in her own soul.
Without being in any
sense masculine/ her pictures have power— that
feminine power we feel in our mother, the earth,
or in the moon sweeping the wide night.
"The largeness of her nature and of her percep
tions made her a sympathetic interpreter of ocean, sky, mountains, wide landscapes and lofty
trees. Yet she was quick to appreciate the ar
tistic value of small inanimate objects, prod
ucts of a man's brain.
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"A Chinese bowl, even a toy had its own secret
of beauty to be revealed anew by her brush, Che
had, too,the power cf potent suggestion,taking,
as it were the imagination of others for granted
and leaving something for her public to supply.
"Although her highly intelligent mind, her deep
human sympathy made her Intensely interested in
all movements, social,educational and political
for the liberation and advance of humanity, it
was in the world of art she 'lived and moved and
had her being.'
"To her a world without art was a barren place,
from which the soul of man had departed. In
this world she functioned as creator, student
and advisor,devising many schemes of decoration
for the homes of her friends and for public in
stitutions.
She believed, with the ancient
Greeks, that art and artists should be the ser
vant of the public and, her own necessities be
ing supplied by a fate kinder than visits most
artists, she was able to contribute to the cul
tural life of California, whole-heartedly and
without remuneration.
She was too modest to
court publicity, too self-examining to accept
indiscriminate praise, praise and censure were
accepted or rejected as they tallied with her
own thoughtful estimate and judgment. She re
fused to let them become food for either vanity
or depression.
She believed firmly, that Art
found its own final level in time.

\

"Patiently she attempted new rhythm,as the fit
ting accompaniment
to her deep and original
thoughts.

"The fear of death itself could
the necessity to ease her soul
burden of beauty.
She went as
adding to earth*s richness and
'a portion of that loveliness
made more lovely.'"

not deter from
of some of its
she had lived,
so has become
which once she

Albert Bender perpetuated the memory of Anne Bremer
by numerous memorials.
tor,

Edgar Walter,

He had a bird-fountain by the sculp

erected

at

Mills College,

Oakland; an
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ornamental plaque on the wall of the garden of Emanuel Sister
hood; he established

an Anne 3remer Prize

for painting; an

Anne Bremer scholarship for artists at the California School
of Fine Arts in San Francisco,

and one for students

at the

same institution. In October 1936,he founded the Anne Bremer
Memorial Library,a complete reference library on the history
and techniques

of painting and sculpture,

for artists and students alike,
Fine Arts.

He had a statue

Jacques Schnier,
bove the mantel

at the California School of

to her memory erected there, by

and two carved wood panels to be placed ain the library,

friends subscribed
in the

a treasure-store

also eleven lunettes.

Her

to a fund to erect a chair in her memory

Greek Theater

of the

University

of

California in

Berkeley.
A month following her death, a memorial exhibition
of Anne Bremer's

works

was shown

at

The Print Rooms, San

Francisco, from November 30th to December 5th.
Phyllis Ackerman said in the "San Francisco Chron
icle" of December 2, 1923;
"Every phase of the work of Anne Bremer will be
represented in the memorial loan exhibition of
her paintings, which will be shown in the Print
Rooms from Friday, November 30, to the following
Wednesday, December 5.
There are several land
scapes including one of a 'Group of Cypress'
from the collection of H. Rosenfeld, and three
later,very beautiful, Carmel scenes. There are,
too, a number of flower panels, of which the
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'Spring Flowers,' loaned by Mrs. I. N. Walter,
is a gay and charming example.
And last, but
finest of all, there are some of the still-life
compositions in which Miss Bremer showed to the
fullest her beauty of color,her sense of pattern
and her control of medium.
Notable among these
is the 'Dish from Capri,' loaned by Mrs. Sigmund
Stern.
"The exhibition as a whole is striking proof of
that, which the critics of both San Francisco
and New York have often said, that Miss Bremer
was a painter of unusually sure and sensitive
color understanding.
Landscapes, flower panels
and still-life compositions alike, are all con
ceived as color design.
The pure tones are
spaced in clean contrasts, to make rich but bal
anced patterns. The scheme of the inter-relation
is not too obvious, but it is always there, con
trolling the vivid range of her flaring palette.
The result is a brilliant harmony of sunlit pig
ments that is very typical of California, even
when the subject is a bit of Italian majolica,
and that makes a decoration of quality and in
dividuality.
APPEALS TO PUBLIC AS COLORIST
"If it is as designer or colorist that the work
of Miss Bremer will always appeal to the public,
it is as craftsman and technician that it will
interest her fellow artists and the sophisticated
collectors. She constructed her paintings, lay
ing on the solid pigments with an intelligent re
spect for their own character and texture. It is
obvious that had she chosen to handle other ma
terials, enamels or glass, she would have fash
ioned true and beautiful objects.
She had the
necessary understanding of substances, the in
stinct for using them appropriately.
Yet she
did not,in the material structure of paint, for
get that she was making pictures, that she was
using it to portray the world she loved.
"Being thus decorator and craftsman,it was natu
ral that she achieved the highest accomplishment
of still-life design.
Here her passion for in
teresting and beautiful things, of which she had
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made a wide and varied collection, served her
well, and her dominating appreciation of design,
guided her arrangements, that were often unusual
and always finely decorativeThe rendition of
a still-life is, perhaps, the purest form of
painting and the most technically exacting. Miss
Bremer's achievements in this field, though lim
ited in number, were noteworthy in standard."
"The Bulletin" wrote on November 30, 1923;
"The memorial exhibit of Anne Bremer's paintings
which '"ill onen today at the Print Rooms, and
which will be on view only until Wednesday, in
cludes a number of her finest canvases, many of
still-life designs.
"As a painter of still-life, esnecially, Miss
Bremer had few equals. And in this exacting ex
pression, the aesthetic courage and integrity of
her conceptions are exceptionally distinguished.
It is not a popular art form.
"The spectator must himself be something of a
craftsman, feel a love of material for its own
sake, have an almost abstract understanding of
decorative form. look upon the canvas intellec
tually rather than emotionally,
to grasp the
color rhythms and sophisticated spacing of such
designs.
"Sometimes, as in the large still-life design at
the present exhibit, with its use of a simple
white picture, its bottle with its twisted re
flection in the brass tray behind.one feels that
the cool beauty of the craftsman,the rather mas
culine interest in abstract design for its own
sake were Miss Bremer's chief characteristics.
"In the garden scenes and floral designs, on the
contrary, the beauty of the visible world is ex
pressed with luxuriant warmth.
The firm rich
harmonies of color and gay arabesque of frankly
decorative design, have in them all the intox
icating sweetness of a California spring. One
could live with these pictures always.
"For they bring a sense of such earthly loveli
ness as few painters have ever compassed.
Some
times as in the canvas Entitled 'Zinnias and a
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Chinese Sage,'comes a fantastic mingling of the
grotesque. This juxtaposition of charming flo
ral arrangements with some half diabolical fig
urine from China or uapan, was one of Miss
Bremer's favorite subjects.
"As a landscape artist, Anne Bremer worked more
in her still-life mood. Somber, generally sub
dued in color, packed with broad design, her
conception had a masculine massiveness.
The
canvas, 'Moving Waters,' is undoubtedly one of
the finest things she has ever done, though
several Monterey landscapes,
such as 'Point
Lobos' and The Highlands,' are Intensely per
sonal interpretations.
"....California has produced a few painters of
first rate quality.
Of these Anne Bremer was
undoubtedly one.
And to the Art world of San
Francisco her death was a tragic loss."
From the San Francisco Journal of December 2, 1923
EXHIBIT IN HONOR OF ANNE BREMER
GROUP OF PAINTINGS ASSEMBLED AS MEMORIAL
TO NOTED CALIFORNIA ARTIST
"A representative group of Anne Bremer's paint
ings has been assembled as a memorial exhibition
and is now on view at the Print Rooms, 540 Sut
ter Street.
"In looking over the canvases it can well be
said that Anne Brener could trust her sensibil
ity— her reactions to the ordinary things of
every-day life were so intense, so poignant,
that she could confidently generalize them into
aesthetic production.
At the same time she
could control these reactions and transpose
them into reserved and architectural form, au
thentically and personally expressed.
She re
sponded keenly to the every-day things about
her. She found her California a lovely place
and said so in her landscapes. Flowers, birds,
the homely fittings of a table, fruits, all
. these had something to appeal, and the appeal
was made permanent by
her in beautiful ibrms.
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"Too bad that she did not live to bring to its
highest consummation the work that she carried
so very far during her time of living.
STUDENT AND SEEKER
"For she was always a student and a seeker. She
found her forms. She found her painter's vocab
ulary to express her aesthetic credo. Her range
of expression was fixed and definitive. But her
restless and seeking spirit went on rigorously
after perfection and tried with each new canvas
to reach a greater clarification of her artistic
vision.
"Her art is,above all things, reserved and cool.
Her canvases, whether they deal with landscape,
or flowers, or still-life,are never weakened by
sentimentality nor vitiatedty the romantic point
of view.
She is logical in her treatment. She
acknowledged and obeyed the lawscf architectonic
harmony. Her spacing in design is satisfying and
she is intelligent in the way.she handles the re
lationship of volume and mass.
Particularly is
this true of her landscapes.
"As a modern she must, of course, employ atmos
pheric perspective. But she does not push it to
the extent of achieving a banal verisimilitude.
She does not,
in other words, accentuate it and
thereby infringe upon the integrity cf design.
MASTERY IN ORGANIZATION
"Her approach to the, well, business of repre
sentation is one of austerity. She sees her ob
ject in its simplest aspect a mastery in the or
ganization of form.
"Her brush work is firm and decisive. And never
is it softened in order to produce a replica of
texture.
Her abstractions are above any trick
ery of literal representation.
"Cezanne probably influenced her in what critics
call his 'discretion and subtlety of rhythm.'
Influence is, however, in this case too strong a
word. Rather did his work stimulate her and give
her confidence in going on with the direction of
her inherent expression.
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CHARM IN SIMPLICITY
"And since the emotional state, which was the
basis of her art, was in effect cool and re
served rather bhan sensuous and exuberant, we
find that her color in the main owes its charm
to its power of suggesting more color than she
has actually put on her canvas.
"The palette is, however, varied in range, but
rarely do her canvases sparkle with color.
"The 'Blue Bay of Carmel' has a lovely color
ful expanse of water, and the blues in the land
scape 'Cypress Monterey' are enchanting. Love
ly yellows there arc 3a 'Brass Bowl and Flowers.'
She let her brush dip into many hues when she
painted 'Zinnias and Chinese Sage.'Of her flow
er pieces the one called 'Marigolds' exemplifies
both her charming color sense and her ability to
reproduce the innate forms of flowers.
"It is indeed pitiable that we shall be given no
more canvases from her brush.
Anne Bremer gave
us work of distinction and verity.
She did not
compromise with her ideals.
And of no one can
more be said. E.O.F."
The mouthpiece of the artist's colony **f Carmcl-bythe-sea, on the picturesque Monterey coast, the "Carmel Pine
Cone," paid tribute

to Anne Bremer

on December 8, 1923, as

follows:
"Anne Bremer,woman, artist and friend, lives enduringly in her pictures.
For in them was much
of her own spirit— the will to originality, the
courage that mastered a difficult technique, the
intellectuality that ever dominated the allure
of living color.
Art was her goddess; she wor
shipped at the shrine with integrity of purpose
reflected always in creations of form and color.
"Even now Anne Bremer is acknowledged one of the
foremost nrtists that the West has produced. Her
pictures are among the valued possessions of many
public institutions and orivatc owners. The full
expansion of her art is here exemplified, the del
icacy 'if boldness,'trees that have sap in them....
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the light and air flow around them;
side of the tree exists.'

the other

"A chair in memory of Miss Bremer will be in
stalled in the Greek Theater of the University
of California. Funds have been subscribed for
the purpose and turned over to the regents.
The chair will bear this inscription: 'Anne M.
Bremer, 1872-1923. Her art was the expression
of beauty in universal and enduring form for
the enrichment and happiness of mankind.'"
In speaking of Anne Bremer,

with whom she attended

classes at the Art Students' League of San Francisco, the art
ist Geneve Rixford Sargeant, says:
"Anne Bremer was awoman of very strong charac
ter. When I first knew her
at the League she
was a rather quiet girl but she had a delight
ful sense of humor, and wasoutspoken for what
she believed to be right. She was a loyal
friend.
In her painting she was positive and
strong. Before she went to Paris her painting
was somewhat grey, low in key.
She came back
with paintings in brilliant colors. Her first
exhibition after her return was held at Vickery,
Atkins and Torrey."
Mrs. Sargeant speaks of Anne Bremer's great love of
color which

expressed itself

even in her selection

tumes:
"She dressed in great taste,
with distinction.

not showily, but

"Overlying her paint, are a serenity and joy
that do not spring directly from her own per
sonality.
For, as a person, she was almost
greater than as an artist. She was one of those
rare beings, who can be sympathetic but could
remain clear-sighted, warm but discriminative.
With a phrase, she could overturn mountains of
conventional posturing,yet she had all the re
straint of power, grounded on basic integrity.
She was too honest to be, in the light sense,
popular, and too sturdy not to be respected.
Yet, however reticent she might be,her secret,

of cos
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even to those ignorant of her paintings was
easy to divine.
She was compact of love and
imagination.
"I treasure, my acquaintance with Anne Bremer
as an indelible experience,
for she was a 'Wo
man of valor' and strength and dignity were
her clothing. And, fortunately, being an art
ist, and therefore one who can confer this in
delible experience on whoever will refresh them
selves in her work,
'she laugheth at the time
to come.'"
Anne Bremer left the strongest possible impression
$

of herself,

both as a

life of San Francisco.

painter and

as a person, on the art

As a teacher, she encouraged her pu

pils to experiment in modern methods: she rallied round her
self a circle of artists, poets and writers, and in her stu
dio in San Francisco
scorn

to call a

she established what she herself would

"salon,"

could meet for interchange
artist increases

where artists
of ideas.

with the years,

and intellectuals

Her reputation as an

and her

life compositions and landscapes are valued

exquisite stillby connoisseurs

in the East, as well as in her native California.
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ANNE BREMER
REPRESENTATIVE
WORKS
OILS:
Girl with the Red Hat
L'Enfant
Brown and Gold
Blossoms in Spring
Cottages at Twilight
In an Old Monastery
Jardins du Luxembourg
Miraculous Fountain
Ripe Corn
Road to the Beach
The Seine at Night
Yellow Locust
Old Barns near Belvedere
Zinnias and a Chinese God
Florrie and her Queen Boat
Sketch of a Red Haired Baby
Portrait of a Young Lady
Los Gatos Pines
The Lacquer Screen
The Blue Bay of Carmel
Sentinels
Children Under an Apple Tree
Portrait Study
Study in Gray
Pines at Pebble Beach
A Dish from Capri
A Bowl of Autumn Blossoms
Hoary Sentinels
Group of Cypresses
Moving Waters
The Highlands
Cypress, Monterey
Brass Bowl and Flowers
Marigolds

1908
1911
1911
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1915
1915
1915
1915
1917
1917
1918
1919
1919
1919
1919
1920
1920
1922
1922
1922
1923
1925
1923
1923
1923
1923

The Year's at the Spring
A Memorial Panel

1914
1916

MURALS:
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PENCIL DRAWINGS:
A Cathedral Aisle
Barns Near San Jose
Doorway of the Convent, Fiesoli
Street in Venice

1912
1912
1912
1912

PRIVATE COLLECTIONS:
Mount Zion Hospital, San Francisco
The Year's at the Spring (Mural)
Mrs. Sigmund Stern, San Francisco
Dish from Capri
H. Rosenfeld, San Francisco
Group of Cypress
I. N. Walter, San Francisco
Soring Flowers
San Jose, California
Young Women's Christian Association
Memorial Panel (Mural)
PERMANENT COLLECTIONS:
San Francisco Museum of Art
Pines at Pebble Beach (Oil)
Still-Life
"
Nude (19) drawings
Oakland Art Gallery
Lacquer Screen
EXHIBITIONS:
San Francisco, California
San Francisco Art Association
1903 Smoke
" A Spring Day
1916 Among the Flowers
1918 The Long Chain of Beads
" The Green Cup (Still-life)
1919 The Blue Bay
" Portrait Study
1921 The Highlands
" Brass and Bottle (Still-life)
1922 Rocks and Sand
" Flitting Shadows
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Sketch Club
1907 Blue Canton Ware
1908 An Autumn Afternoon
"
Two Children
"
Eucalyptus Studies
1912 Still-Life
"
Sunlight Study
California Conservatory of Music, 1909
A Picnic
On the Beach, Santa Barbara
Helgesen Galleries, 1914
Red and Brown
Schussler Galleries, 1914
De Young
1915
"
1916
"

Museum of Art
White Leghorns
A Tall Pine, Monterey
Blue Bay of Monterey
Still-Life

Tolerton Galleries, 1916
Old Barn near Belvedere
Florrie and her Q u e e n Boat.
Zinnias and a Chinese God
Rabjohn and Morcom Galleries, 1919
Zinnias
San Francisco Palace of Fine Arts, 1919
The Blue Bay
Sentinels
The Palace Hotel, 1920
Study in Gray
Pines at Pebble Beach
Print Rooms,
1922 A Bowl of Spring Blossoms
"
A Bowl of Autumn Blossoms
1923 Dish from Capri
"
Group of Cypress
"
Moving Waters
Point Lobos
"
Spring Flowers
New York City
Arlington Gallery, 1917
Los Gatos Pines, No. 1
Los Gatos Pinos, No. 2
Folsom Galleries
'
Los Gatos Pines
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Paris, France
Salon d'Automne, 1911
L'Enfant
Paris Salon, 1911
Brown and Gold
AWARDS:
Panama-Pacific International Exposition
Bronze Medal, 1915
San Francisco Art Association, 1918
Bronze Medal for "The Lacquer Screen"
University of California
Honorable Mention, 1922
University of California,
Concours Award

CLUBS:
Member:
San Francisco Sketch Club (President, 1905-07)
Occident Kindergarten (President)
California Art Club (president)
San Francisco Art Association (2 terms,
Board of Directors)
MEMORIALS:
Anne Bremer Prizes for Painting:
$300 and §200.
California School of Fine Arts
Anne Brener Scholarship
Anne Bremer Memorial Library
Two carved wood panels over mantel
11 lunettes
Statue to Anne Bremer by Jacques Schnier
Ornamental Placque, Garden wall, Emanuel
Sisterhood San Francisco
Bird Fountain, Mills College, Oakland, California
by Edgar Walter
Memorial Chair, Greek Theater, Berkeley, California
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ANNE BREMER
BIBLIOGRAPHY
San Francisco Call, December 27, 1908
September 15, 1912— August 20, 1916
San Francisco Chronicle, March 24, 1912
September 7, 1913— June 6, 1915
July 25, 1915— November 26, 1916
November 11, 1917— December 23^ 1917
December 2, 1923 (Memorial)
San Francisco Examiner, January 25, 1914
San Francisco Bulletin, March 29, 1919
April 20, 1920— November 30, 1923
Argonaut, April 6, 1907
February 22, 1908
Wasp, San Francisco, June 22, 1917
The Nation, May 3, 1919
Arts and Decoration, April 1923
Lyric Weekly, San Francisco, November 1923
Poetry Magazine, San Francisco, November 1923
The Wanderer, November 1923
Carmel pine Cone, December 8, 1923
Art in California (Published in 1915

by Bernier)
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CALL-BULLETIN
Gregory (California, San Francisco)
San Francisco CHRONICLE
Gregory
San Francisco EXAMINER
Gregory
San Francisco BULLETIN
Gregory
ARGONAUT
ULS
NEWSLETTER AND WASP
ULS

NATION
ULS

ARTS & DECORATION
Arntzen and Rainwater Q94; Karpel S85; ULS
LYRIC WEST
ULS
[POETRY]
WANDERER
ULS
PINE CONE

Gregory (California, Carmel)
ART IN CALIFORNIA: A SURVEY OF AMERICAN ART WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO CALIFORNIAN PAINTING, SCULPTURE, AND ARCHITECTURE, PAST AND PRESENT,
PARTICULARLY AS THOSE ARTS WERE REPRESENTED AT THE PANAMA-PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION ... San Francisco: R. L. Bernier, 1916.
Rocq 16656
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ANNE MILLY BREMER
b.
d.

May 21, [1868]
San Francisco, California
October 26, 1923 San Francisco, California
1868:
1872:

Obituary and VS, age 55
CAR and CSL

OBITUARY

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
October 27, 1923, p. 4
WORK BY

THE UNSPOKEN AND OTHER POEMS. San Francisco: Printed for Albert M.
Bender by John Henry Nash, 1927. 31 pp.
MONOGRAPHIC SOURCE
TRIBUTES TO ANNE BREMER. San Francisco: Printed for Albert M. Bender
by John Henry Nash, 1927. 31 pp. Rocq 9060.
Poems and reminiscences by Stella Benson, Witter Bynner, Helen Dare,
Sara Bard Field, Oscar Lewis, Sylvia Mardfin, Edward F. O'Day,
Blanche Partington, Herman Scheffauer, George Sterling, Genevieve
Taggard, and Charles Erskine Wood.
NEWSPAPER AND PERIODICAL SOURCES
SAN FRANCISCO ART ASSOCIATION BULLETIN
Vol. 3, no. 6 (November, 1936), p. 2, Anne Bremer Memorial Library
dedicated
SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
August 20, 1916, p. 26, panel to be installed at Y.W.C.A., San Jose
April 9, 1922, p. F8, ptgs. exh., ill.: CYPRESS
September 10, 1922, p. D4, photo., ill.: STILL LIFE; DR. HOWARD
GATES MEMORIAL
September 17, 1922, p. D4, career of
December 31, 1922, RP, p. 5, ill.: CALIFORNIA LANDSCAPE
November 14, 1923, p. 6, provisions of her will
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ANNE MILLY BREMER
EXHIBITION CATALOGUES
Berkeley and San Francisco, California.
12 exhs.
111.: SELF PORTRAIT

THE CREATIVE FRONTIER.

Oakland, California. IMPRESSIONISM, THE CALIFORNIA VIEW.
111.: AN OLD FASHIONED GARDEN
BIOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORIES
AAA 1923-1924; 1924-1925, obituary
' /
Benezit
Dawdy 1
Fielding
Mallett
Smith
Vollmer
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ART INDEX (Vol. 32)
Chicago Art Institute
Monro and Monro
Moure, Nancy Dustin Wall, and Moure, Phyllis. ARTISTS' CLUBS AND
EXHIBITIONS IN LOS ANGELES BEFORE 1930. Los Angeles: Privately
printed, 1975.
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Bancroft Library
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